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Unabomber Case

Vi Miller's
cabinet aims
at child abuse

;

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

WORLD

North Korean
troops invade
neutral zone
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
— Defying a 43-year-old truce,
North Korean troops slipped
into the demilitarized zone for
the third straight day, prompting South Korea's president to
summon his military advisers
today.
The communist North's latest
incursion came Sunday night,
as up to 180 troops entered the
zone separating the two rivals
and aimed mortars and
machine guns at the South.
As on Friday and Saturday,
Sunday's show of force ended
without incident after about 2'4
hours. But each time, the numbers of northern soldiers grew,
starting with 130 on Friday.

By CAROLYN SKORNECK
Associated Press Writer

Donna Herndon, director of the
Calloway County Family Resource Center, said that students in
the elementary schools will wear
ribbons April 16 in memory of
Cassandra.
April 16 is Blue Ribbon Day,
which is a national day set aside
to show support for the safety
and security of children.
According to Herndon, stress is
often the motivating factor in
child abuse.
"The stresses that all parents
experience are enormous," she
said. "Every parent is capable of
reacting in anger when they are
stressed. This can make any family vulnerable."
Miller said the solution can't
be found by simply being
responsive.

Although April has been designated as Child Abuse Prevention
Month, one of Vi Miller's tasks
is to launch a statewide campaign
throughout the year.
Miller, who is serving as Secretary of the Cabinet for Families
and Children, is on leave from
her position at Murray State University where she was dean of the
center for continuing education.
"One of the biggest issues we
are facing is public awareness,"
she said. "It is important to protect the children and every citizen
should have the responsibility to
do so."
According to Miller, child
abuse cases in Kentucky have
increased.
"We are seeing the figures
"We have to devise a system to
skyrocketing not just in Kentuckget in front of child abuse and
y, but across the nation," she
prevent it from happening," she
said. "It is a horrible thing and
said.
"The only way to do that is
very difficult for people to think
for social services to work closeabout. Child abuse crosses all
ly with other agencies."
barriers."
Gov. Paul Patton has worked
Last September, Cassandra
for legislation that would make it
Kriegbaum, a 6-year-old Calloeasier for the state to remove
way County resident, was
allegedly raped and murdered by
• See Page 3
her uncle.

Associa:ed Press pho'o

Frank Hensley, an employee and resident of The Royal Hotel in Sacramento, Calif., said Theodore Kaczynski stayed there several times
in the past few years. The building is near a Greyhound bus station.

Russian
candidates
court church
SERGIEV POSAD, Russia
(AP) — Atheistic in Soviet
times, Russia's leading presidential candidates are taking
reverential steps toward religion as the June 16 election
approaches.
President Boris Yeltsin has
established close Kremlin ties
with the Russian Orthodox
Church, a point not lost on the
front-runner in the race, Gen'nady Zyuganov, the Communist
Party candidate.
Zyuganov toured the
church's holiest site Sunday at
the Trinity Sergius Lavra, or
monastery, in this city north of
Moscow and met privately for
four hours with clerics.

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy.
Low in the mid 30s. Light
wind.
Tuesday...Considerable
cloudiness and milder. High
55 to 60.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY.. 357.2,unc/4Er
BARKLEY..... 357.2,anc/54'
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TRUSTY SIDEKICK: A young competitor seeks the first place trophy in the breaking competition at
the Kentucky State Tae Kwon Do Tournament Saturday at Racer Arena on the Murray State University
campus.

In a region where slate and even
county lines can form barriers that
keep communities separate, the
West Kentucky Playwrights Festival is an amazing success story.
The 1996 festival -- the eighth -opens on April 12 with "Out From
Biggcr's Shadow," by Tony Kendall
of Paris, TN. "Eternity," which
premieres on April 19, was written
by Michael Cochran, Paducah.
Staged readings of four shorter
plays will be presented on April 13
and April 20 at 2 p.m. at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park. Groups from
Owensboro's Brescia College and
Kentucky Wesleyan will travel to
Murray to present two of the readings. The others will be produced by
Murray State University Theatre

WASHINGTON (AP)
A
lawyer used by the brother of
Theodore Kaczynski to contact
the FBI said today that David
Kaczynski's suspicions were
first raised by accounts of locations where the Unabomber
struck or may have lived.
"The coincidence of locations triggered the suspicions,"
Tony Bisceglie told a news conference, saying David Kaczynski compared the Unabomber's
communications with writings
that had been published or put
in letters by Theodore
Kacynzki.
"There were similarities in
ideology, phraseology and the
spelling of certain words," Bisceglie said. That led David to
call Bisceglic about contacting
the FBI.
David, who has not seen
Theodore in six years, then
compared postmarks on personal letters from him with locations associated with the Unabomber. "We could not find a
postmark that would rule out
• See Page 3

Department and Playhouse in the
Park, the festival's sponsor.
"The combination of short and
longer plays,staged readings, workshop and full productions, adds to
the festival atmosphere we believe
is essential to the continuing success
of the West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival," says Constance Alexander, artisitic director."The diversity
works, and 'audiences look forward
to the festival each year because
they understand that this year's
workshop production could be next
year's off Broadway hit."
On April 12-14, "Out From Bigger's Shadow" will begin at 8 p.nr.
on Friday and Saturday night, and 2
See Page 3

Man is still
speaking since
his awakening
CHATI'ANOOGA, Tenn.(AP) relatives feel, is encouragement.
— Gary Dockery has spoken only
His brother, Dennis Dockery,
a few sentences since that extrais disappointed that all the relaordinary day nearly two months
tives and friends who clamored to
ago when the brain-damaged forsee him after the initial publicity
mer policeman broke seven and a
over his sudden improvement
half years of silence.
aren't showing up to visit him at
But relatives who had once
the Alexian Village nursing
given up hope are still encourhome.
aged by his ability to give appro"I told them there would be
priate, if brief, responses to quesplenty of time once all the attentions and to say good morning or
tion blew over and he was back
hello.
at Alexian," Dennis Dockery
He can read letters, short
said. "Now, I'm having to call
words and recognize numbers,
people to visit. It's very disapsaid Dr. James Folkening, his
pointing. This is the time he
longtime physician. He once corneeds them the most."
rectly read numbers on both an
Dockery, now 42, had been
analog watch and a digital
mute and motionless since he was
thermometer.
One thing he needs now, his • See Pogo 3

Assocuated Press photo

EASTER SERVICES: Worshippers use rocks as pews as they celebrate Easter mass at ths sunrise
service on Mt. Rubidoux in Riverside, Calif. This is one of the oldest outdoor services in the United
States.
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No end in sight for Freemen negotiations
JORDAN, Mont.(AP) -- With
talks between the antigovernment Freemen and outside
intermediaries on hold, one negotiator said he doesn't believe the
two-week-old standoff with the
FBI will end anytime soon.
"Right now, I can't be optimistic. It's so deep and complicated, it's hard to get a handle,"
state Rep. Joe Quilici, one of four
legislators who have met with the
anti-government group, told The
Associated Press Sunday.
Quilici also said he believes
the Freemen want calmer negotiations and a nonviolent end to the
standoff.

Pick 3
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"When we came up to the
ranch on Thursday, things were
very, very tense. One of the
Freemen said we have to get the
tension down," Quilici told
CNN. "By Friday night I think
we accomplished that."
Quilici said some minor progress was made in negotiations
Thursday and Friday, but he
would not discuss specifics. He
said Freemen leaders and the FBI
would decide when and if talks
would resume.
Sunday marked the 14th day of
the standoff between militant
Freemen and the FBI agents
encircling their compound. About
a dozen of the Freemen on the
compound face state or federal

charges, ranging from writing bad
checks and impersonating public
officials to threatening to kidnap
and murder a U.S. district judge.
Easter services at St. John's
Lutheran Church included prayers for the Freemen and the
agents.
The Rev. Helen Young asked
God to "turn (the Freemen) from
their ways, to the peace and mercy you proclaim."
Temperatures, in the teens
when the siege began March 25,
soared to the 60s on Sunday, and
the warmth seemed to buoy the
spirits of townspeople. The talk
after services was more about
calving and planting crops than
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DUBROVNIK, Croatia (AP)
— A U.S. team investigating the
plane crash that killed Commerce
Secretary Ron Brown and 34
others examined the navigation
system at Dubrovnik airport
today.
The system's maintenance
chief committed suicide Saturday.

Friends and neighbors said today
that Niko Jerkic shot himself in
the chest about an hour after the
bodies of Brown and other
Americans killed in Wednesday's
crash were flown out of the airport back to the United States.
The plane crashed into a Dalmatian hilltop near Dubrovnik in

a windy rainstorm, killing all
aboard. Brown and a group of
U.S. business leaders were looking into business and investment
opportunities in the Balkans.
The airport's navigation system relied on technology previously described by American and
local officials as reliable, but
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about 50 years old. The Yugoslav
army stripped the airport of a
more sophisticated landing system in 1992 and the equipment
never was replaced.
Investigators probably will
spend two days looking at the airport's navigation equipment, said
U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. Ray Shepherd, spokesman for Brig. Gen.
Charles Coolidge, who is investigating the crash.
Jerkic, 46, would have been
part of the investigation, but his
suicide will not hold it up, Shepherd said Sunday.
Police, who originally reported
the maintenance chief's name as
Niko Junik, have refused to
release any details of the suicide,
and Jerkic's family refused to
talk to reporters.
But the Croatian Interior Ministry said today that Jerkic's death
was not related to the crash.
Jerkic, head ot maintenance in
the airport's technical department, was not working Wednesday, the ministry said.
He "neither had any connections with the operational service
of the control tower, nor did his
death have any connections with
the tragic crash of the U.S. aircraft," the ministry said in a
statement.
Neighbors who insisted on
anonymity said today that Jerkic,
a bachelor who lived on the
ground floor of his parents'
three-story home overlooking
Dubrovnik harbor, had always
seemed very serious and somewhat reclusive.
Visibility was poor and the
pilot was using the plane's instruments to land when air traffic
controllers lost contact.
The 1-43, the military version
of a Boeing 737, veered off
course on its final approach, raising questions about whether the
airport is equipped for safe landing in bad weather.
Dubrovnik does not have an
Instrumental Landing System,
which is standard at most busy
European airports. The device
sends signals to approaching aircraft from the ground, so when
the plane gets to 200 feet from
the ground, the pilot will know if
it can safely land.
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"There was a tube that goes up
his nose and down his throat,"
Brandi Schweitzer said.
U.S. Attorney Sherry Maueucci told the Chronicle she could
not confirm or deny the story but
was told March 30 by an FBI
employee that Schweitzer had
begun eating and drinking. She
said that in the rush of events
there may have been a
"misunderstanding."

4.4-,Tee Navigations chief commits suicide

Holland Tire Co.
a."

Schweitzer, who reportedly
began a hunger strike shortly
after his arrest, is being force-fed
at a federal medical prison in
Missouri, his daughter told the
Bozeman Daily Chronicle in a
story published Saturday.

:
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of the Freemen standoff 30 miles
away.
After days of activity, the compound was quiet Sunday. A
mother and her daughter left Friday night, and Qn Saturday, two
cars carrying relatives of the
Freemen were allowed to visit.
Quilici said he was glad to see
two of those holed up with the
Freemen come out of the compound Saturday.
"But I'll feel more comfortable if there's a true dialogue
going on between the FBI and
them (Freemen)," he said.
The standoff began after federal agents arrested Freemen leaders LeRoy Schweitzer, 57, and
Daniel Petersen, 53.
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By JIM MAHANES
worth was arrested, Richard B.
Staff Writer
Wainscott of Paducah was
Two Murray State University arrested and charged with possesstudents were arrested Thursday sion of marijuana and possession
in unrelated incidents involving of drug paraphernalia.
According to the press release,
drugs.
According to an MSU Public MSU Public Safety was notified
Safety press release, Thomas of several people smoking mariWayne Skipworth. a junior from juana and fighting in another
Greenville. was arrested after dorm room on the school's
Murray police officers received a campus.
Upon arrival of MSU and MPD
tip of drug activity in his dorm
officers and the canine unit, sevroom.
MPD officers, MSU Public eral people "scattered" from
Safety officers and the MPD Room 738 in Hart Hall, accordcanine unit searched Room 403 ing to the release.
located in White Hall and discovWainscott was detained by
ered more than 8 ounces of mariofficials
and consented to a
juana and various drug paraphernalia items, according to the search of his residence.
Wainscou was allegedly found
release.
with
a bag of marijuana in his
arrested
and
Skipworth was
charged with trafficking in mari- sock. A marijuana pipe was also
juana over 8 ounces within 1,000 found sitting on a table in the
feet of a school and possession of mom.
Both students are being held in
drug paraphernalia.
Less than one hour after Skip- the Calloway County Jail.

Deputies arrest man
on burglary charges
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Calloway County man was
arrested Saturday in connection
with the burglary of a Douglas
Road residence.
According to Sheriff Stan
Scott, Kelly Oliver, 22, Rt. 5.
was arrested after sheriffs officials found an abandoned truck
near the Crappie Hollow area.
The arrest stems from an incident Friday when sheriff's officials received a call of a burglary
in progress at the residence off
Highway 280.
Scott said members of the
homeowner's family called after
they noticed a suspicious vehicle

•Festival...
FROM PAGE 1
p.m. Sunday. Staged readings at 2
p.m.on Saturday, April 13,include:
"An American Sketchbook," by
Robert Valentine; "Eclipse of
Mars," by Nancy Christensen; and
"Academic Follies," by James I.
Schempp.
On April 17-19, "Eternity" will
begin at 8 p.m. on Friday and
Saturdy night, and 2 p.m. Sunday.

parked in front of the house and
went to see what it was doing
there.
When they looked in the window of the house, they allegedly
saw Oliver inside the house and
called the sheriff's department,
Scott said.
The suspect fled the scene in
the vehicle traveling toward the
Crappie Hollow area. Scott said
the witnesses followed the vehicle, but lost it on the curvy roads.
Scott said the vehicle was
located early Saturday and Oliver
was arrested soon after.
Oliver is being held in the Calloway County Jail in lieu of a
$15,000 cash bond, a jail spokeswoman said.

The staged reading at 2 p.m. on
Saturday, April 20, features "Grey
Bolton," by Robert Allen.
This year's directors are Robert
Valentine, Paris, Tennessee; April
Cochran, Paducah, Kentucky; Wes
Bartlett and Belinda Thompson,
Owensboro; and Brett Mills and
David Yastremski, Murray.
For reservations and additional
information, call Playhouse in the
Park, 502-759-1752.

FROM PAGE 1
children from allegedly dangerous homes.
"He made an initiative but
wasn't able to get it through."
Miller said. "We will all continue
to work on this."
Although stress is a common
factor that can lead to child
abuse, drugs and alcohol also
play a central role.
"These cases absolutely break
your heart," Miller said. "The
stories we see and hear every day
are phenomenal."
In order to better understand
the factors that contribute to child
abuse and neglect, Miller said her
office is trying to put together a
list of characteristics that were
common in 1995-96 child
fatalities.
"We are also trying to see how

MI Man...
we can do more with other agencies in the area," Miller said. "I
think family resource and youth
services centers can play a strong
role."
According to Herndon, these
centers are important because
they can provide support services
to help diffuse situations at home.
"If we can take some of the
stress off the parents, that will
help," she said. "People are going
to deal with frustration and anger
in some way. Unfortunately, the
kids seem to be in the way."
Herndon said family resource
centers often have to provide crisis child care.
"Anyone who is willing to
assist with family support should
call the center and ask to be
placed on the volunteer list," she
said.

•Family...
FROM PAGE 1
his being the Unabomber," Bisceglie said.
"There was a nagging feeling
that their brother Ted had some
connections to those locations,
but it was dismissed," he said.
He said neither he nor David
was aware of a $I million
reward when they contacted the
FBI. "Money was absolutely
not involved," the lawyer said.
Bisceglie said today that the
Kaczynski family has gone
through "a great deal of
anguish" over the decision to
report Theodore Kaczynski.
But the lawyer also said that
no member of the family had
asked federal authorities for
assurances they would not seek
the death penalty for the
53-year-old former mathematics
professor.
"I have never seen so many
unnamed federal officials in my
life," Bisceglie said. "I did set
a report that suggested that I
proposed as a condition of disclosure" that there be no death
penalty.
"That discussion did not take
place," the lawyer said. "I
think there is a concern for
Ted's welfare, as expressed by
the family. But I neither
demanded nor was rebuffed on
that issue and I think you
understand that that is something that we would have no
control over under any event."

3
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Asked whether the family
had any idea why Theodore
Kaczynski had retreated from
society, Bisceglie said, "I don't
know. They don't know. And
we may never know."
Bisceglie said Theodore's
family has provided him financial support over the years but
he denied a broadcast report
that David had bought airline
tickets for Theodore.
Bisceglie opened the news
conference with this statement
which he said was written by
the Kaczynski family: "Our
hearts are with Ted. Our deep
sympathies go out to the victims and their families. We will
not be speaking with anyone
from the media now or in the
future."
He said the family did not
know of any childhood use of
explosives by Theodore but was
aware that in later years he
made rockets. "We could mix
chemicals and fashion metal
tubing" for the rocket engines
and frames, Bisceglie said,
which information could be
transferred to bombs.
He said he first contacted an
FBI agent in Washington during
the first week in January. He
chose the agent because they
had worked together on a case
before and trusted each other.
Bisceglie said the FBI took
the contact seriously immediately and he meet with the
agent the following week.

shot in the forehead in 1988
while responding to a report of a
domestic disturbance.
Brain damage left him partially
paralyzed. He couldn't talk, walk
or feed himself.
He occasionally communicated
by blinking, nodding or grimacing, but that stopped when visitors diminished after a few years.
It was "as if he'd just given up."
said Dennis Dockery.
Earlier this year, he developed
life-threatening pneumonia. He
was taken to a Chattanooga hospital on Feb. Il, and his family
was given the choice of risky
surgery or letting the disease take
his life.
"Some thought he had suffered
enough. Others thought we
needed to do everything we could
to help him," Dennis Dockery
said.
Two family members argued
that night in Dockery's room
about whether to let him die.
Four hours later, he started
talking, and he kept talking for
about 18 hours.
"I couldn't get angry at them
for talking in front of him

because that may be what caused
him to reach into his inner self
and save himself," Dennis Dockery said.
Encouraged, family members
opted for the surgery. Six days
after the operation, he spoke
again.
One of his sentences was: "I
don't want to go back to the
village."
"When he said he didn't want
to go back, the doctor asked him
what the village was and he said
a nursing home," said Dockery's
mother, Corena Thompson.
Folkening said Dockery's illness, the change of environment,
an onslaught of visitors after
years of sparse contact and hearing discussions of his death may•
have contributed to his
awakening.
"He's a lot more further along
now than he was," Dennis Dockery said, "and that gives us hope.
We're just going to have to work
it and be patient. If it never happens again, we did have that one
day. It's a chance most people
don't get. How can you not be
happy about something like
that?"

• OPEN FORUM •
Retired Economics Professor from MSU

DR. JAMES F. THOMPSON
at the Sirloin Stockade
Sat., April 13 • Lunch 12, Forum 12:30
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Remember the Golden Rule
Dear Editor:
This is to suggest that there are much better ways to fill the pages of
your newspaper than with the articles by Cal Thomas and the comic strip
Mallard Fillmore by Bruce Tinsley.
In my opinion, they are both hate-mongers. My parents taught me that
if I have nothing good to say about anyone I should say nothing. I am a
newcomer to Murray and had hoped for a better news publication. Yes,
there is freedom of the press, but it is expected to be responsible. You
can't be sure that the Mallard Fillmores of this world won't have you for
their next target. Please remember the Golden Rule.
Jane Turner
1545 Whippoorwill Drive, Murray, KY

ANALYSIS

Overseas democracies
sometimes surprise us
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Politics rules this year, and not just in
the United States. The unpredictable decisions of voters in places
as different as Russia, Israel and India could well intrude on a U.S.
presidential campaign in which foreign policy is rarely mentioned.
Like his predecessors, President Clinton likes to cite America's
role as "the strongest force in the world for peace and freedom,
democracy and prosperity."
Democracy is, after all, how Americans like to measure political
progress. Boris Yeltsin is praised as Russia's first democratically
elected leader. Lee Teng-hui accomplished the same last month in
Taiwan, where his election was a clear contrast to the undemocratic
ways of Taiwan's bullying neighbor, China.
But as Clinton prepares to visit Russia later this month, he might
keep in mind Winston Churchill's words:
"No one pretends that democracy is perfect or all wise. Indeed,
it has been said that democracy is the worst form of government
except all those other forms that have been tried."
When he lands in Moscow, Clinton will get a close look at the
chaotic side of democracy.
Russia elects a president June 16 and the current leader in the
polls is Gennady Zyuganov, head of the Communist Party. His
platform reads like the West's worst nightmare: Reconstitute the
Soviet Union, strengthen the military, roll back free-market reforms
and ban private ownership of land.
The administration says "we are not intervening" in the Russian
election, but let no one doubt that it is rooting for Yeltsin.
What if Russian voters choose Zyuganov?
"We will deal with whatever government is elected on the basis
of their policies," replied Anthony Lake, the White House national
security adviser.
"The administration is putting out a very disingenuous line at
the moment that they're not backing anybody in the election, that
they're just in favor of reform," said Peter Reddaway, an authority
on Russia at George Washington University.
Reddaway said that during his visit to Moscow later this month,
Clinton ought to "be very strict about saying nothing that has any
relevance to the Russian election."
Israel is another country in which the administration no doubt
has an election favorite even while professing neutrality.
Prime Minister Shimon Peres faces a tough challenge from Benjamin Netanyahu, who takes a far more skeptical view of the prospects for lasting peace between Israel and the Palestine Liberation
Organization or Syria.
India also is holding elections and Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao has a shaky hold on power. That would lead to a period of
political instability in the world's most populous democracy, an
uneasy prospect in a region where tension between India and Pakistan — both believed to possess nuclear weapons or the ability to
make them — is high.
But that's the uncertain way democracy works. Or so the United
States should know by now. '
For a decade, the West feted Lech Walesa, the shipyard worker
whose Solidarity labor movement toppled Poland's communist government. Walesa became Poland's president, but last November the
voters preferred a former communist, Aleksander Kwasniewski,
and returned Walesa to private life.
But unlike Yeltsin's communist rival, Kwasniewski pledged to
continue market reforms in Poland.
The return of a communist to the leadership of Russia would
likely make that exercise in democracy a reason for Republicans to
argue that the Democratic administration's foreign policy was
responsible for the unpleasant choice by Russian voters.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald M. Rothberg has covered elections and foreign policy for The Associated Press in Washington since 1966.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed WhiVield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Laws, lawyers and politics
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pricey lawyers and high-cost lawsuits always have been tempting
political targets. The case for federal legislation to restrict them
has been argued for 15 years,
finally producing a bill that President Clinton intends to veto.
It is an issue of unlikely
alliances, bristling with disputed
statistics, heavy with jargon,
punctuated by worst-case tales of
frivolous lawsuits and of huge,
sometimes illogical jury awards
to people who sued and won.
Like the story told in the
Senate of the man who sued the
milkshake maker because a driver
spilled it in his lap and caused an
automobile accident. Or the lawsuit against a flag manufacturer
by a man injured when he was
blown over trying to hoist it on a
windy day.
Those are the exceptions, of
course: Opponents of the bill said
only 4 percent of the injury lawsuits filed each year involve the
product liability disputes covered
by this measure.
But advocates say the system
is hurting the United States competitively, driving up consumer
prices and unduly rewarding trial
lawyers.
"We must do more to curb ...
the kind of abuse that has turned
suing your neighbor into the newest American pastime," said Sen.
Bob Dole, arguing for the bill
Clinton said he won't sign.
The president's counterargument is that it tilts the legal play-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mean
Associated Ness columnist
4.

ing field unfairly against the consumer and in favor of business
interests, who would be spared
high-award punishment for injuries caused by faulty or unsafe
products.
The bill, a compromise supplanting far more restrictive
legislation House Republicans
wanted, would limit punitive
damages in product liability cases
to $250,000, or twice the amount
of compensatory awards to people who win suits for injuries,
economic losses or other damages. There's a provision for
judges to allow larger punitive
awards against egregious conduct
by big businesses or
governments.
Although Clinton has said he
wants to sign a legal reform bill,
he argues that this one would go
too far in favor of "those irresponsible companies willing to put
profits above all else" and sell
defective products.
The White House says the
president would agree to a bill
with relatively modest changes,
suggesting those could be negotiated after the veto. But the

sponsors of this one, Republicans
and Democrats, doubt that could
be done and a revised bill passed
in a campaign setting.
And the bill wasn't passed
with the two-thirds margins it
would take to override a veto, as
happened on Clinton's 1995 veto
of a bill limiting the ability of
stockholders' to file suits for
fraud.
The political side of the argument has just been displayed in
California, which looked like a
promising arena for measures to
rein in lawyers, with overloaded
courts and high-profile trials.
But in the March 26 primary
election there, three measures
that would have restricted suits
and lawyer shares in damage suit
awards all were defeated, after a
campaign in which the rival sides
spent an estimated $25 million.
Money, specifically campaign
contributions, is part of the congressional argument over the
intensely lobbied lawsuit-limits
bill. Business interests have lobbied for years for limits on product liability awards and punitive
damages. The American Trial

Lawyers Association has fended
them off, in an alliance with consumer groups.
The Republicans contend that
trial-lawyer campaign largesse to
Clinton is behind his veto. "They
are Clinton's biggest contributors," said GOP Chairman Haley
Barbour.
"If money talks, this money
screams," Dole said in the
Senate. "And what it screams is
... kill each and every attempt at
legal reform."
Democrats argue that the
Republicans reap more campaign
money from the business interests
that want the bill enacted.
And advocates of the bill, in
both parties, note that as governor of Arkansas, Clinton supported some uniform federal standards in product liability cases.
In his veto warning, Clinton
called the bill an unwarranted
intrusion on state authority.
But Sen. Jay Rockefeller, a
sponsor, said the governors still
want standards set by Congress.
Rockefeller, a Democrat, accused
Clinton of acting like "a professor ... of politics, and rather raw
politics."
Angry words like those may be
replayed in the campaign ahead.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 30 — The Lima (Ohio) News on Ross Perot:
Unable to resist the national spotlight, Ross Perot seems headed
for another independent presidential bid. While the Texas billionaire raises some legitimate issues, Americans should recognize him
as little more than a long-winded egomaniac.
Perot's 1992 campaign made some sense because he focused on
campaign-finance reform, a balanced budget and other issues
Democrats and Republicans were ignoring.
But a 19% Perot candidacy would be nothing more than a selffinanced ego trip. That's the only fair conclusion we can make after
observing his actions the past four years.
During the Republican primary, Pat Buchanan sounded many of
the same themes as Perot on international trade, NAFTA and
GATT', finance reform and the like. But rather than make common
cause with Buchanan, Perot has tried to accentuate the differences
between the two men. The reason is obvious: Perot wants to be in
the spotlight.
March 28 — The Charleston (W.Va.) Gazette on Ross Perot:
Oh, boy, just when one impossibly rich man with no qualifications drops out of the presidential race, Ross Perot starts making
noises about running.

What makes Steve Forbes and Perot — neither of whom ever
held elective office — think their money qualifies them for America's highest office?
Forbes finally took his flat tax went back home to run Daddy's
publishing empire. But Perot is back on Larry King Live touting
his "Reform Party," while demurely refusing to state the obvious:
that he would be the party's presidential candidate.
Back in 1992, the media scrutiny got to be too much. Boss Perot
wasn't used to mere peons questioning him. So he bailed out on
some ridiculous pretense that Republicans were plotting to disrupt
his daughter's wedding.
Then he came back in October, when there was little time left for
those awful questions.
In 1996, Perot knows better. He'll play coy for months, until his
handpicked party — under his iron control — nominates him at its
Labor Day convention.
The country may need a third party. But it should be a real grassroots effort, not a cash-and-carry ploy by a billionaire who can't
see that governing the nation is not simple, and not suited for onthe-job training.

Is there a backlash?
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — It
has been suggested that the 1996
General Assembly will be
remembered only for "the gun
bill," which will enable people to
legally carry concealed deadly
weapons.
Not true.
The session that officially has
one day remaining — a final gettogether April 15 to act on Gov.
Paul Patton's vetoes, if any —
will be remembered for much
more as circumstances warrant.
Each remembrance will have a
spin, good or ill.
Depending on one's outlook,
this was the session in which
legislators:
A. Preserved crucial health
care reforms and guaranteed that
people in poor health could get
insurance at affordable prices.
B. Clung stubbornly to a
bureaucratic ideal and guaranteed
that the young and healthy would
get insurance only at higher
prices.
A. Stayed the course on education reforms and protected public
school funding from the private
education crowd allegedly yearning for tax credits and vouchers.
B. Kept a collective head in
the sand, refusing to heed the
masses who allegedly are in an
uproar about whether schools any
longer teach "the basics."
A. Cut the guts from their own

The budget bill passed 20-14
in the Senate, with 12 of the
"aye" votes coming from senators who are not running this
year. The House passed it 52-40,
including 24 "aye" votes from
lawmakers unopposed or not running for re-election.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Charles Wolfe
An Associated News Analysis
ethics law, then cynically voted
themselves a pay raise.
B. Made a defensible change in
the ethics law, then voted for a
cost-of-living increase that only
covers inflation and never will
amount to much.
All of these have been waved
around the General Assembly at
one time or another as killer
issues, capable of pulling down
incumbents in this year's elections. Possibly, but proving it
will take a while.
Twenty-one of the Senate's 38
members are not running this
year because of election cycle or
retirement. All 100 House seats
are up, but only 24 incumbents
have a primary in May.
And how potent are the issues,
really? The battle about education
reform, now in its sixth year, is
largely ideological. Insurance
rates certainly have gone up for
many. Just as certainly, others are
able to buy insurance for the first
time. How many challengers will
want to repeal that?
But the other issue, the double
dip of ethics and legislative pay,
seems to have some real promise.

' Aiii11111111111P"'

For one thing, the 1993 legislative ethics law, enacted in
response to the Operation Boptrot
corruption scandal, clearly was
weakened in an act of self
interest.
For another, the issue of legislative pay is, was and always
will be easy to demagogue. It can
be rationalized ad nauseum, but
there is no easy way for the General Assembly to raise its pay.
It was a tough vote when both
chambers last week passed a legislative budget that included a
cost-of-living inflation increase.
Not as tough as voting for a 50
percent pay raise, as the House
had originally passed, but tough,
nonetheless.
The increase is to be based on
the Consumer Price Index, currently 2.6 percent. That equates
to a $2.60 raise in the
5100-per-day salary that rank and
file legislators are paid while in
session or attending interim committee meetings and a raise of
$24.80 in their $950-per-month
expense allowance.
The raise will not take effect
until 1997.

Sen. Albert Robinson, one of
only five Republicans who voted
for the bill in the Senate, was
candid about why he did.
Robinson, R-London, noted
that he has two Republican primary opponents. But he also
recalled his long years in the
House, before he was a senator,
when he routinely voted against
the budget bill, all the while
coveting the things it paid for.
"I would sit there, scared to
death it wouldn't pass, and vote
no." Robinson said.
Last week, Robinson was bolder — or foolish, depending on
one's view. He not only voted for
the legislative budget but opined
that a raise merely covering inflation was not enough.
Robinson said he would urge
Gov. Paul Patton to put a substantial legislative salary
increase, delayed for five years,
on the agenda for a special legislative session.
Any raise should be straightforward, Robinson said. "We
ought to be ashamed how we do
this," he said.
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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CALENDAR

SCV Chapter to meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp #1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Thursday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the Farm Bureau
office, East side of court square, Clinton. The video, "Echoes of the
Blue and Gray #3, will be shown. Those interested in joining S.C.V.
may call Sandy Forrest, 753-9688.

Singles (SOS) will, meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, April 9,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "What Was Your Best
Birthday?" will be the theme of the program led by Liz Steward.
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced
or widowed. For more information call Larry, 753-9395, Jane,
489-2046, or Martha, 759-2512.

Murray Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, April 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson Road North. All members are urged to
attend.

Blood Pressure checks at ilazel
Free blood pressure checks will be given at Hazel Community
Center on Wednesday, April 10, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Bridge play planned at Oaks
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
April 10 at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Hostess will be Mary Alice
Smith, 753-3487.

VFW meeting on Thursday
VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Thursday, April 11, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Campbell soup
labels are still needed. All members are encouraged to to attend.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, April 9, at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A video of "Someone I Once Knew" will be shown. For
nformation call Joretta Randolph, 753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale,
L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100. Shared Care, Adult DayCare will sit
with Alzheimer clients while caregivers attend, but call 762-0576 to
make arrangements.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, April 9, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Opal Howard will lead a program on "How To Beat Loneliness." The group will go later to eat at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
All interested persons are invited. This is a mutual self-help group
which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Reita Moody, 753-0172, Opal Howard,
753-1998, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, April
All
9, at 4 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
attend.
members and visitors are welcome to

St. Leo Ladies Guild will meet
Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church will meet Tuesday, April
9, at 7 p.m. in the Parish Center. Trudy McFarlane will present a
program on "Simply Entertaining" with recipes for various appetizers. Hostesses will be Dorothy Robach, Terry Burke and Jean Wilke.
Guests are welcome. President Ellen Haggard urges all members to
attend as tickets will be distributed for Couples Night Out for April
20.

Cardiac Support Group will meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, March 12, at 10 a.m.
in private dinning room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A
program on "Instructional Activity on Strength and Flexibility" will
be given by Robin Blake, physical therapist. For more information
contact Shirley Lynch R.N. at 762-1170.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure, pulse, and two-hour blood sugar screenings
at all stops during the month of April. Also available is a Stool for
Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Tuesday the express will be at
Fancy Farm from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and Dublin from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. Wednesday the express will be at Murray Post Office from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Thursday stops will be at Goshen
Church at Stella from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and at Stone's Store at
Kirksey from 1 to 3 p.m.

Murrayan
pledges Phi
Kappa Tau
DANVILLE — David Graves
of Murray is one of 10 new members of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity
at Centre college.
Graves is the son of Edwin and
Alida Graves of Murray. A freshman at Centre, he is a 1995 graduate of Murray High School.
Centre has six social fraternities: BEta Theta Pi, Delta Kappa
Epsilon, Phi Delta Theta, Phi
Kappa Tau, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Sigma Chi. About 50 percent
of Centre students join Greek
organizations.
Centre is a coeducational, liberal arts college.

AID

MILDRED ROBERTSON photo

BILL BOYD presented an enlightening talk on "Don't Be A Target,"
giving Information on how to recognize people who will con or
cheat people. He closed his program by preparing Bananas Foster
which was served over ice cream.
Hostesses were Rebecca West,
Ella Mae Ouertermous, Halite Kopperud, Cathryn Garrott and Thelma Bailey. The department will
meet Thursday, April 11, to go to
Mayfield for lunch at Magnolia
Manor. Vivian Hale, Techla Farrell,
Lucy Ully, Geri Andersen and
Peggy Brown will be hostesses
for April.

Ladies'plan
golf bridge
Ladies day events at Murray
Country Club will be Wednesday,
April 10.
Bridge will be played at 10
a.m. and for reservations or
cancellations call Eva Morris at
753-8584.
The first session of ladies' golf
for 1996 will be at 9:30 a.. Those
not listed in the lineup, but desiring to play may come and be
paired at the tee. If a person is
unable to play, please call the
hostess, Mary Bogard.
The lineup is as follows:
Tea 1 — Margaret Shuffett, Diane
Villanova, Toni Hopson and Edith
Garrison;
Toe 3 — mina On, Mary Bogard,
Betty Jo Purdom and Frances Hulse;
Tee 4 — Jenny Sue Smock, Peggy
Veal, Sue Outland and Lisa Carver;
Tee 6 — Betty Scott, Rainey Apperson, Billie Cohoon and Billie Wilson;
Toe 8 — Claudia Berry, Barbara
Gray, Norma Frank and Martha Sue
Ryan;
Teo 9 — Shirley Jenstrom, Beth
Belole and Rowena Cullom.

Monday, April $
Wranglers Riding Club/7 p.m/riding
rink.
Anxiety and Panic Group/6:30
p.m./Muehleman Psychological services. Info/753-0181 or 759-4117.
Cheer Support groupT7 p.m/Chamber
of Commerce Center. Info/759-2542.
Lodge 72$ of WOW/6 p.m/Log Cabin
Restaurant.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals/7
p.m./Pagliai's.
First Presbyterian Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Dorothy Moore Circle w/
Barbara Simons/7:15 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
BSA Troop 77 Court of Honor for
John Drennon/6:30 p.m./First Christian
Church.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/7534:082.
AA closed special interest meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info/1-502-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Tuisday, April 9
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/11:30
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Paris Road Homemakers/1 1
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Calloway County Public Library children's events canceled today.
Social Security representative/10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Starf7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/753-9395, 759-2512 or 489-2046.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4:30 p.m./educational
unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.
Cardiac Support Group/10
a.m./private dining room of MCCH.
Info/762-1170.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.

Tuesday, April 9
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky *34
at 7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/78 p.m./Hardin
Library. Info/1-527-709c,
Murray Uons Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m.
W•aks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun &
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Ladies Guild/7
P.m.
First Baptist Church Estelle Gray
group/9:30 a.m. at Shoney's; Louella
Beddoe Group w/Carla Rearoat and
Weeknight Women's Bible Study/7
p.m.

Tuesday, April 9
Memorial Baptist Church Eva Mission
Group/2 p m /Fern Terrace
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open/1 1
a.m.-10 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Tucker/Frost w/Evelyn Jones, Waters/
Doran/Hayes Circle at church, and
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
First Christian Church CWF Group
III/7:30 p.m. w/Margaret Boone
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
10-11:30 a.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Martha Sayw•11 piano student
recital/8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, FA
Center, MSU.
4-H Horse Judging/9 a m./West Kentudsy Expo Center.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4- 15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p m No
charge.

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have
Robin Greer bride-elect of Casey
Preston, join our bridal registry.
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • 753-1851

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have
Cheryl Cordary bride-elect of Brian
Waltmon, join our bridal registry.
University Plaza • Chestnut SL • 753-1851

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have
Trish Watkins bride-elect of Chris
Goad, join our bridal registry.
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • 753-1851

•

The tea-off coffee was held
April 3 with Peggy Shoremaker
and Freda Steely, co-chairs, as
hostess.

Stone baby
boy is born
Randy and Meg Stone of Kirksey are the parents of a son, Tyler
Keith Stone, born on Saturday,
March 9, 1996, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds eight ounces and measured 204 inches. The mother is
the former Meg Graefen. A sister
is Amanda Stone, 11.
Grandparents are Gerald and
Sue Stone of Kirksey and Laurence and Suzann Graefen of
Stevensville, Mich.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Rubene Robertson and the late
James Robertson of Kirksey,
Mrs. Sylvia Stone and the late
James Stone of Murray, Mrs.
Margaret Graefen and the late
Lurence Graefen of Portage, Ind.,
and Mrs. Vivian Wellsby and the
late John Ralston Wellsby of
Washington. Island, Wis.

SALE

WHAT'S UP?
Our After Easter Sale

5

0%

Up To

Off

All Remaining

EASTER
Merchandise

500/0
imports

Off
Reg.
Prices!

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
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Shaq back
in Orlando
as rumors
start to fly
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Rumors swirled and Shaquille
O'Neal, grieving the death of
his grandmother, wasn't
around to squash them.
The All-Star center rejoined
the Orlando Magic on Sunday,
but not before the start .of a
nationally televised game
against the Chicago Bulls.
Team officials spoke with
O'Neal on Saturday afternoon
as he prepared for the funeral
' of Odessa Chambliss in Jersey
City, NJ.. They did not hear
from him again until he reached Orlando Arena just before
Sunday's 5:40 p.m. tipoff.
O'Neal, who missed two
games, spoke with the media
briefly after the Magic's 90-86
loss. He said he had not
planned to play, but caught an
afternoon flight to Orlando
from New Jersey after speaking with his mother.
"I was going to take
another week off," said
O'Neal, who left the team last
Tuesday.
"My mother paged me. She
put out (a message), 'Call me
back right now. I thought
something else was wrong.
But then she said, 'You need
to go play. Stop sitting around
crying. You need to go
back."
Discounting rumors that he
had been in town since Saturday night, O'Neal said he got
a 2 p.m. call from his mother
on Sunday, caught a flight and
arrived in Orlando at about 5
p.m.
He received a standing ovation when he trotted out of the
tunnel from the locker room
and took a seat on the bench
with just under four minutes
remaining in the opening
period.
O'Neal entered the game at
the start of the second quarter
and scored 21 points and
grabbed nine rebounds in 33
minutes. Coach Brian Hill
bristled at the suggestion that
maybe he shouldn't have
allowed O'Neal to play after
arriving late.
"If he was here, I was
going to let him play," Hill
said. "I mean, you all (the
media) would be here crucifying me if the guy was sitting
on the bench for the whole
game and I didn't let him
play."
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Chicago escapes Orlando 90-86
Jordan's jumper
gives Bulls win
in playoff preview
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — If
Sunday was a preview of the
Eastern Conference finals, the
NBA is in for a treat.
Michael Jordan hit a turnaround jumper with just under a
minute to go, while Anfernee
Hardaway and Shaquille O'Neal
missed shots in the final 10 sec-

JORDAN

onds as Chicago and Orlando
battled down to the last possession before the Bulls escaped
with a 90-86 victory.
The Magic, who won their first
33 home games this season, lost
for the third time in their last
four home games.
"It's unfortunate that we had
to lose that game," Orlando
coach Brian Hill said. "I thought
in the second half, we did everything we had to do to win. We
said going in that if we held them
to 90 points, we would win the
basketball game."
In the final 10 seconds, Hardaway missed on a drive and

'Saturday Night Special'

O'Neal, who returned to Orlan- could reach the mark is next Sundo's lineup after sitting out two day at Cleveland.
Scottie Pippen had 17 points
games because of the death of his
grandmother, rushed up an and made Hardaway alter his
potential game-tying shot.
airball.
"It was a sweet win," Jordan
Dennis Rodman rebounded and
got the ball to Toni Kukoc, who said. "We really kind of lost our
sealed the outcome by making rhythm in the second half, but we
two free throws with less than a found ways to scrap and win. I
second remaining.
think it shows the character of
Jordan had 27 points despite a this team."
subpar 10-for-30 shooting perforHardaway led Orlando with 25
mance. Kukoc hit five 3-pointers points. O'Neal had 21 points and
and scored 20 for the Bulls, who nine rebounds despite missing the
won their sixth straight game to first quarter after arriving at
move within four victories of Orlando Arena as the game was
becoming the first NBA team to
win 70 games. The earliest they • See Page 7

Braves' Chipper
blasts Cardinals
"I sat and watched our guys
ATLANTA (AP) — Chipper
score
25 runs in the first two
Jones was frank with Atlanta
games," Jones said. "I wanted to
Braves manager Bobby Cox
come in and swing well. too. The
before Sunday's game.
ball looked big. I got great pitch"Chipper told me he was rusty, that he wasn't sure that he es to hit. It's really nice to get the
could help," Cox said. "Well, if first homer out of the way. It
takes the pressure off."
that's rusty, I'll take rusty."
The Braves ended a three-game
In his second game back from
knee surgery, Jones went 4-for-4 losing streak and prevented St.
with a homer and four RBIs and Louis from sweeping a threeMarquis Grissom hit a grand game series in Atlanta for the
slam, leading the Braves over the first time in eight years. The Cardinals, coming off a pair of extraSt. Louis Cardinals 13-3.
Ryan Klesko and Eddie Perez inning wins, hurt themselves with
also homered for Atlanta, which three errors.
Rookie Jason Schmidt (1-0)
led 13-3 after four innings.
Jones, who had two hits Satur- allowed three runs and six hits in
day after returning from a knee five innings. He struck out eight.
Grissom's second career slam,
problem, hit a two-run homer in
the first inning and a two-run both against the Cardinals, hightriple during a four-run third. He lighted a five-run second inning.
matched his career high for RBIs,
• See Page 7
and also drew a walk.
FR

Golfing Tradition:
Jack wins tourney

Dallas Mavencks photo

Ex-Racer Popeye Jones pulled down a game-high 27 rebounds and scored 12 points in
the Dallas Mavericks' 101-96 win over the Los Angeles Clippers Saturday night in Dallas. Jones was just one off his career-high of 28 rebounds set earlier this season.

By NEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) —
Jack Nicklaus' victory in the
Tradition was vintage Golden
Bear — a mix of breathtaking
drives and uncanny iron shots
that left his competition beaten
long before the tournament
ended.
His attitude was a reflection of
the old days. too.
Instead of dwelling on his
7-under-par 65 score and threestroke victory Sunday — calculated by his office as his 100th
pro title — Nicklaus was thinking
"I'm
ahead to his chances of winning a enough
seventh green jacket at the
• See
Masters.

Mailman's 35 points
put him in 11th place
on all-time scoring list
By ROB GLOSTER
AP Sports Writer
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— Utah's losing streak is over,
thanks to another historic night
by Karl Malone.
Malone had 35 points, moving
into 11th place in NBA career
scoring, as the Jazz broke a
season-high four-game skid with
a 107-92 victory Sunday night
over the Sacramento Kings.
The loss cut the Kings' margin
over the idle Golden State Warriors to 1.4 games in the battle
for the eighth and final playoff
spot in the Western Conference.
Denver, which beat Houston on
Sunday, is 2% games back.
"This was a big win for us for
two reasons," Malone said.
"One is that Sacramento is a

team trying to get a firm hold on
the eighth spot, and also because
we had lost four in a row."
Mitch Richmond had 27 points
and Brian Grant had 17 for Sacramento, which was outscored
34-19 in the final period.
"We had to play not average,
not good, but special to win the
game. We played competitive
ball, but you have to play better
than that to beat one of the top
five teams in the league," Kings
coach Garry St. Jean said. "For
us to beat these upper echelon
teams, we really have to have
things rolling."
Malone passed Adrian Dantley
on the NBA scoring list when he
recorded his 27th point on a free
throw late in the third quarter. It
was the third straight game in
which the nine-time All-Star has
moved up on the NBA's scoring
charts.
Malone, who now has 23,186
points in 11 seasons, moved past
Robert Parish into 13th place on

Fl

NICKLAUS

Page 7

Murray State pitcher Billy Freytag limited UT-Martin to just two
hits as the Thoroughbreds took a
6-2 win in Saturday's final game of
a three-game series at MSU's Reagan Field.
Freytag, a junior, allowed just
one run and struck out three in 7
2-3 innings of work. Greg Harvey
picked up the save for Murray
State.
Murray (11-18, 4-7 OVC) split
Friday's doubleheader before taking Saturday's finale.
On Friday, Murray State won
10-1 behind Keith Gallagher's fourhit complete game win. Freshman
leftfielder Chad Hamm was 3-for-3
with three RBI Gallagher, Darryl
Marshall and Donny Kelley all had
two hits
In the other game Friday, UTMartin pitcher limited the 'Breda to
just three hits in a 2-0 Skyfurivk
win MSU starter Adam Hines
allowed just two runs on nine hits in
the loss
Third baseman Craig Delk went
3-for-4 with two RBI to lead the
'F3reds in Saturday's 6 2 win

Associated Press photo

Utah's Karl Malone scored 35
points against Sacramento Sunday to move into 11th place on
the NBA's all-time scoring list.
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hitting the ball far
to be competitive at

'Breds take
series over
OVC's UT-M

Thursday and surpassed Elgin
Baylor's career total on Friday
night. Michael Jordan is in 10th
place on the career list.
"It's easy to catch guys that
aren't playing any more,"
Malone said. "I'm on a team that
runs a lot of plays for me, so I
get a lot of opportunities."
Jeff Hornacek added 17 points
and Antoine Carr had 15 as the
Jazz won their ninth straight over
Sacramento.
Malone, 15-for-26 from the
field, missed his first live shots
but gradually took command
underneath. His slam midway
through the fourth period, which
gave Utah an 85-77 lead, left the
backboard shaking for several
seconds.
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Historic Malone ends Utah skid
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Sponsored By

BRIEFS

'See me for all your family insurance needs

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627

Lady Racers drop first OVC match

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

COOKEVILLE, Tenn — The Murray State women's tennis team dropped
its first Ohio Valley Conference match of the spnng Saturday, falling 6-3 at
Tennessee Tech
After dropping two of the three doubles matches. MSU could only capture
two singles victories to fall to 5-1 in the OVC Freshman Brooke Berryman
continued to shine for the Lady Racers, earning her sixth straight singles victory with a 6-4, 6-3 decision over Tech's Mona Kronhesm at the No 4
position
In addition to Berryman. Angela Brooks won at the No 6 singles position
and juniors Renee Cates and DeAnna Carroll teamed for a doubles win at the
No 2 spot
Murray State will look to rebound this week, hosong Evansville Tuesday
and Middle Tennessee Thursday
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Racers split OVC matches
The Murray State men's tennis team split a pair of Ohio Valley Conference
matches over the weekend to fall to 5-1 in league play and 14-6 overall
On Saturday, MSU captured a 4-2 victory over Tennessee Tech behind singles victories by Pontus Hion, John Rendina, Brad Hawthorne and Shane
McMillan Hion's win marked his 16th consecutive singles victory at the No 1
position for the Racers and upped his record to 16-1 this spnng
On Sunday, Murray State hosted the No 28 ranked Blue Raiders of Middle
Tennessee and had their eight-match win streak snapped with a 4-0 loss
MTSU captured all three doubles matches and then earned the victory with
wins at the third, fourth and fifth singles positions
We knew this was going to be a tough weekend and I'm glad we got a
win. said coach Mel Purcell. 'With just one OVC match left we lust have to
play a little harder and hopefully we'll get to meet MTSU again in the tournament championship
Murray State's next competition will be this weekend as the squad meets
Memphis and Arkansas-Little Rock in Memphis, Tenn
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Tigers edge Heath 2-1
in eight innings Friday
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Staff Report

The Murray State Racer golf team finished seventh out of 18 teams at the
Marshall Invitational this weekend in Huntington, W Va., while the Lady Racer squad placed sixth out of 14 teams at Eastern Kentucky's Lady Colonel
Classic
On the men's side, the Racers finished with a 906 over 54 holes at the
Guyan Golf & Country Club in Huntington. Ohio State won the event with an
868 while the Racers edged out four Big 10 schools and Kentucky for a berth
in the top 10,
Robert Bradley led Murray State with a 223 (78-81-84), finishing 15th overall, while 0.J. Lancaster finished in a be for 16th with a 224 (75-74-75). Adam
Grogan fired a 227 (73-80-74) while Todd Thomas had a 229 (76-74-79) and
Man Adams tired a 237 (81-84-72).
At the Arlington Golf Club in Richmond, the Lady Racers fired a 675
(343-332) to finish sixth in the 36-hole tournament, which was won by Kentucky with a 634.
Brandi Stevenson had a top 10 finish for the Lady Racers with a 162
(84-78). Mikki McLeary (85-84) and Melanie Kopperud (86-83) both fired 169s
while Jennifer Langford had a 175 (88-87) and Rechelle Cadwell a 177
(88-89)

Murray Ledger & Times

Murray High surrendured its
first run in four games this season, but hung on for a 2-1 eightinning win in previously unreported baseball action Friday at
Ty Holland field.
Murray (4-0), after posting
three straight shutouts to begin
the season, fell behind for the
first time Friday as Heath took a
1-0 lead in the top of the fourth
inning.
The Tigers tied the game in the
bottom of the fourth as Jason
West singled, then raced all the
way around to third as Heath
misplayed the hit. West then
scored on a single by Shane
Schroader.
Schroader also had a hand in

U-19 Murray Sting finishes last week 2-0
The Murray Sting, an under-19 local soccer team, picked up two wins last
week over McCracken County and Trigg County
On Saturday, March 30, the Sting outshot McCracken 42-8 but could manage only a Nathan Keller goal (Bubba Johnson assist) to win 1-0 Defensive
standouts were Russell Hargrove, Andrew O'Rourke, Brock Jones, Brandon
McCoy, John Key and Sean Haverstock Ross Clark and Shane Wilkerson
combined for eight saves in goal
On Sunday, March 31, the Sting won 9-0 against Trigg County U-16 in Murray Sconng goals for Murray were Josh Arant, Haverstock, Johnson, Keller,
McCoy, Russell Guffey (2) and Jones (2) Johnson had two assists and John
Enc Yezerski added one

•Bulls...
FROM PAGE 6

floor and scoring 15 points in the
fourth quarter. Jordan was
starting.
2-for-10 in the period.
The Magic battled back from a
"A win is a win," Jordan said
79-70 deficit to tie the game, after the Bulls captured the sea86-86, on Horace Grant's jumper son series between the teams 3-1.
with 1:09 left. Jordan scored over "Sometimes you escape, someBrian Shaw 13 seconds later, but times you dominate and you're in
then gave Orlando one more control. I think in the first half
chance to tie or take the lead.
we dominated. The second half
The Bulls held on despite. we lost control, yet we were able
shooting only 41 percent from the to control it down the stretch."

•Chipper...
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Atlanta had scored only two
runs in its last 21 inings before
facing Mike Busby, making his
major league debut. In four
innings, Busby allowed 13 runs
— eight earned — and nine hits,
four of them homers.
Cardinals manager Tony La

Russa appreciated
determination.

the winning run. After Ethan
Crum singled and stole second,
Heath misplayed a Schroader hit,
allowing Crum to score in the
bottom of the eighth inning.
Murray outhit Heath 5-3.
John David Poynor came on in
the sixth in relief of starter Stephen Crouch to pick up the win.
The two combined for 10
strikeouts.
"Our pitching has been real
strong," Tiger coach Cary Miller
said. "We felt like pitching would
be a good area for us and it certainly has so far.
"As the season progresses we
will need more people to contribute because we have such a
tough schedule," Miller added.
"But giving up one run in four
games isn't bad."

Busby's

"I made it a point to commend
Mike in front of everybody. He
never once messed up or
embarrassed us," he said. "I
hated to see him go through it.
Our bullpen is pretty fatigued, so
I really needed to keep Mike in."

Augusta, and the rest of my game
is in preuy good shape," Nicklaus said.
He won his fourth Tradition
title, second senior championship
this season and 10th overall by
stalking Hale Irwin until Irwin
came unglued on the back nine.
Nicklaus administered the coup
de grace at the 12th hole, which
he played in birdie, double eagle
and eagle the last three rounds.
Irwin made the second of three
straight bogeys on No. 12, and
the three-shot swing put Nicklaus
in the lead for the first time all
week.
"I could see him lose a little
bit of his confidence at that point
because he went down to the next
hole and missed a 3- or 3A -foot
putt for par," Nicklaus said.
"When you have the lead by
three at 11 and then trail by two
two holes later, it's tough," Irwin
said.
Nicklaus' shot 16-under 272,
four strokes better than the 276
last year that put him into a playoff with Ise° Aoki before he won
his third Tradition crown. Nick-

MURRAY
PAVING CO. INC.
PURCHASE DISTRICT ASPHALT
STATE CERTIFIED MATERIAL & TECHNICIANS
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EXCAVATING
SEAL COATING
CRACK REPAIRS.
HAULING PARKING LOTS
DRIVEWAYS
ROADS
SUBDIVISIONS

"Serving West Kentucky & Tennessee
Since 1979"
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John David Poynor was the winning pitcher in Murray's 2-1 win over
Heath Friday. Poynor and Stephen Crouch combined for 10 strikeouts.

Racer golfers 7th; women 6th
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Boston 98 Devon 07
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Neaday. Games
Seattle at New Vora 1130 am
Nee Jersey a PTsiedelphe 6 10 p m
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Boston al Nee Yoni 630 p mr
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laus also won on his first try in
1990 and repeated in 1991.
Irwin began the round at
10-under, one shot ahead of
Nicklaus and two up on Raymond
Floyd, reached 15-under in the
first 10 holes, then finished with
a 69 for 275.

Free Estimates - Fully Insured

"WHERE QUALITY DOESN'T COST, IT PAYS..."

502-753-0411

81 E. Main St.
Murray. Ky.

CAIN'S
BIG
BEEP
SALE
Due To A Special Allotment Of Jeeps, We Have 14 New Units In Stock
And More On The Way. If You Want The Best Price And Selection Your
Time To Buy is Now.

'96 CHEROKEE 4 DR. 4 WD
4.0 Liter Six, Automatic, Air Cond., AM/FM/Cassette, Center
Console, Rear Wiper/Washer, Cloth Interior, Tint Glass,
Intermittent Wipers, Driver Air Bag And More.

$118,999*

The a1 Selling "Import" Sport Utility In Japan!

%
APY

Laredo With Selec-Trac 4 WD, Air Cond., Power Windows/
Locks, Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM Cassette, Center Console With
Armrest, Overhead Console, Deep Tint Glass, Dual Air Bags,
Roof Rack,225/75 OWL Tires W/Alloy Wheels,Some Equipt.
With Trailer, Towing Pkg. And Even More,
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4x4 Of The Year...Again

18 month Jump-up CD
If rates jump up,so can yours!
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Your Choice Of
-Flame Red
-Black
-Opal Satin
-Lt. Iris
•Lt. Driftwood

'96 GRAND CHEROKEE 4 DR.

25,699*

'97 WRANGLER SE

4
In Stock

The One We've All Been Waiting For, All New Suspension,
Roomier Interior, New Dash With Integrated Heat/AC Vents
And Dual Air Bags, Easier Operating Soft Top That's Actually
Quiet And Just Like The Original Round Headlites.

Now

You've Got To See And Drive IV

1201 Main Street• Murray, Kentucky
759-1630

Prices Good Thru 4/20/96

If rates go up, you have a one-time opportunity to lump Up to a higher Repubik 18 month rate for the balance of your term. $2,500 minimum
deposit, available for IRAs. 5.50% annual percentage yield (SPY) 539% interest rate, offered as of 4- 1 -96. Substantial penalty for early withdrawal
The Republic group of banks - Kentucky owned8proud of HI

'Plus Tax. Proc. Fee, Tile
And License CAbabor Retains
Rebels. II Any.

Cain's°
CHRYSLER.PLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-6448

Benton • Bowling Green • Elizabethtown • Frankfort • Lexington • Louisville • Mayfleld • Murray • Owensboro • Paducah • Shelbyville
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LOST 2 Carat diamond
tennis bracelet Reward
489-2006

HONE TYPISTS, PC users
needed. $45,000 income
Call
potential
1-800-513-4343 Ext B8155.

060

Nlip
Wooed
1,000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes Free into. Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express, Dept
96, 100 East Whtlestone
13Nd, Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park Tx. 78813.
ACCEPTING applications
for full time delivery person
& unloading trucks. Apply in
person, D & T Foods.

EARN up to 1,000's weekly
processing mail. Start now
no experience. Free supplies, information. No obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to: Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C, East Colonial Dr,
No 308,Orlando, Fl. 32803.
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing & finish work.
Must be reliable. 436-2766.

FULL time employment in
local office. Hrs. 8.00am to
5:00pm. 2 Year Associate
Degree desired but not
compulsory. Send resume
to: P.O.Box 1040D, Murray, Ky 42071.

PETITION OF STEPHEN C. SANDERS TO CLOSE UNIMPROVED COUNTY ROAD IN CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY, PURSUANT TO KRS § 178.070

GENERAL Maintenance
part time, must have own
transportation. Leave
name & phone a on answer in g machine
753-3018.

NOTICE

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a hearing on a petition
by Stephen C.Sanders to close an unimproved county road as shown
on the plat of Howard's Bluff Subdivision, Plat B, of record in Deed
Book 98, Page 523, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court, more particularly described as follows:
A tract of land located approximately 14 miles East of the
intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being that portion of an
undeveloped road between Lots 54 and 55 of Howard's Bluff
Subdivision, Plat B, Deed Book 98, Page 523 and being more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the southwest corner of Lot 54 of said subdivision;
thence, in a north northwesterly direction along the west
boundary of Lot 54 for a distance of 192 feet, more or less, to the
375 Contour; thence, westerly 20 feet, more or less, to the
northeast corner of Lot 55 of said subdivision; thence, in a
southerly southwesterly direction 195 feet, more or less, to the
southeast corner of Lot 55 of said subdivision; thence, east
northeasterly 20 feet, more or less,to the southwest corner ofLot
54 of said subdivision.
Said unimproved county road does not provide access to any
property owners abutting the road other than the petitioner herein.
Notice ofthe road closing and a written report ofthe findings oftwo
(2)viewers and the county road engineer/county road supervisor will
be performed in accordance with KRS § 178.070.
The closing of the unimproved county road will in no way
inconvenience the public.
The public hearing will be held at the Weaks Community Center
during the meeting of the Calloway Fiscal Court on April 16, 1996 at
1:30 p.m.
DATED, this the 14th day of March, 1996.
J.D. WILLIAMS
Calloway County Judge/Executive
tvn
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HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat 9to 5, Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mans,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

ROULETTE, CRAPS, &
SLOTS 37 Secret strategies that are simple to play
Send $1500 to SC & S
Publications, Dept
P 0 Box 735, Mayfieid, Ky
42066

adOVIRWRMada

Siginizy

No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call

Jorry McConnell
Insuranc•
753-4199

What qualities such as character
and leadership do you think the
President of the U.S. should have?
Please state age, sex, and occupation IP
so desired.
Conducted by a Murray High Honors Engluh class
Letters should be mailed to :
P.O. Box 1040 H, Murray, KY 42071
By 4-19-96

'true local claim tante

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981

CLASSIFIED
4
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CANCER
INSURANCE

GO Go or Exotic Dancers
No experience necessary
Doll House, Paris, Tn
901-642-4297.

TAKING applications for afternoon waitress Experience preferred Apply in
person at Granny's, 1006
Chestnut
TENDER Truck Drivers
Must have dean driving
record Apply in person at
Hutson Ag, 204 W Railroad Avenue, Murray or call
753-1933
070

Domande
& Oblides('
AFFORDABLE babysitting
day or night. Call 753-4538.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.

IMMACULATE home & office cleaning. Thorough
Day cook, night cook, and reliable, $6/room.
kitchen manager, night 759-2310.
server. Apply in person at
Shooey's Restaurant, 1501 WILL dean houses. Free
estimates. Reasonable
N 121h, Murray.
rates. 753-7725.

Income Tax
Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

FULL & part time day shift,
Ilam-5prn & summer positions now available at Subway Sandwiches. Please
apply in person, 508 N 12th
St.

for

elderly Call

Wanted
SEEKING position on Dairy
or other farm Experience
and good references, Call
716-798-0604

CARPET cleaning and janitorial business, established
in Calloway and Marshall
Co's. All equipment in excellent working order. Including Deep Steam extraction machine, janitorial
equipment and supplies_
Buyer may resume Yellow
page adds, $6,000
474-8666.
FRANCHISE for sale West
Ky & Tenn Nationwide
759-4713
FULLY equipped restaurant for lease Day hours,
753-4444, evenings
759-1664.
120
Campion
ANNOUNCING! POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWK.
INS RESEARCH AT
753-7001
ISO

Want
To Bu
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.

753-8107
LAPCOVERING
CARPET & Fi
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jr Knight sales & Installation Tom Taylor Rd
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Knighrs
Hwy. 641 - l'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards

Murray

.

753-7728

Hazt 1(Y

ANTIQUES. Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
JUNK air conditioners. Will
pick-up. 436-5822.

MIME
IIIIII---=II Mil
10111 NM —
MI
IMM =II
I=

— PSYCHIC READINGS ..
767-0508 * =
1
MEM

min miN

(502)
474-8890
fpn
16270 U.S. Hwy. 68E
THINGS
Aurora, KY 42048
Open 10-5 Seven Days
U.K. Champ Shirts
$12.50
SIIMTS

Swlmwear For All, Shorts & Tanks, Best American
T's, Golf & Roll-Up Sleeve, Custom Car Plates $11.95
- Custom Lettering & Many Designs.

—GROUP DISCOUNTS—

/ ALPINE
•
'Icckrcitfascrozt
•

clarion

JUST received 2 Truck
Loads of salvage lumber &
building maienal Paschall
Salvage, Y. mile from
Hazel. 498-8964.
MATERNITY clothes,
small/ medium. Worn 1 pregnancy 753-7213

MUSSEL divers scuba diving equipment, tanks,
gauges. regulators, wet
suit Ski & speed boat. Marlin, 16ft inboard/ outboard,
140hp. Cal 753-4790 or
436-5903

Tobacco Workers Needed
5/6/96 - 1/15/97
5/8/96 - 1/31/97
5/18/96 - 1/15/97
5/12/96 - 1/20/97
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence
paid when 1/2 contract met. $6.00/hr. cutting/housing. $5.54/hr. - setting/
stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers Needed
5/8/96 - 12/20/96
5/15/96 - 12/15/96
5/12/96 - 12/31/96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided.
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area. transportation & subsistence
paid when 1/2 contract met. $6.00/hr. cutting/housing. $5.54/hr. - setting/
stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

Vegetable Workers Needed
5/15/96 — 10/1/96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $5.54/hr.
- harvesting vegetables. Contact
local State Employment Service
Office.

Going Out Of
Fabric Business
Fabrics
All Notions &
Assorted Items

— $1.00 yd.
Now50%on

PAIN LIUMIlle FABRIC HOP
Hwy. 79E • Parts Landing • 642-7369
Open Mon.-Sat. OA Closed Sunday,

150
*IMO

For Isis
NMINM
MN=I
NMI

Article,
For Sale

Fee Ii.

ORO

206 South 6th

HELPER to build Street
Rods. Need someone exMI
perienced with working on
MO
*
older cars and trucks from I=
Mrs.
Anne
by
*
ma
ME
the frame all the way to
Present
and
Future
..I
.I.
Tells
Past,
body work and painting.
Need experience with cut- I= Advice On All Affairs Of Life. om
ting torch, sand blasting, miPalm & Tarat Card Reading Also Available=
welding, wiring, mechanical, body work and painting. If interested, please
* 208 S. 12th • Murray *
call 502-753-1067 or
502-753-8136.
mom
mi
iimi
POSITION announcement:
Counselor/lecturer: 10
month position/renewable
in the Counseling and Testing Center at Murrray State
University. Salary commensurate with qualifications. Masters degree in
social work (LCSW eligibility and KY %censure eligibility required), psychology
(eligibility for KY certification required) preferred.
Applicants possessing a
master's degree in
counseling will be considered with presentation of
evidence of clinical training
and supervision with DSM
IV clients. Holders of degrees in counseling must
be eligible for NOC certification and KY certification/
%censure if the latter becomes available Must obtain licensure/certification
within 6 months of hiring for
continued employment
Responsibilities include individual and group therapy
delivery with a clovers°
clientele presenting a wide
range of mental health concerns and educational
program development and
delivery to residential colleges. Ability work within
a treatment team required.
Please send a letter of interest, current vita, and
have three letters of recommendation sent to: Bill Allbritton, Ph D, Director,
Counseling and Testing
Center, Murray State University, PO Box 0009, Murray, Ky 42071-0009. Applications will be accepted
until May 1, 1996 Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment. NOM,AA employer

WILL sit
753-4516

Aifiaka

SOMEONE to stay with elderly woman 94E For
room & board & small salary 753-7581 after 5prn

NOW taking applications
for housekeeping. Apply in
person, Shoney's Inn, 1503
N 12th, Murray.

NURSES Aide, PRN won(
as needed, at shifts. Prefer
experienced mature individual, but will train. Must be
able to work any shift.
Pleasant atmosphere,
good working conditions.
Apply in person, no phone
AVON- $8-$15/hr No door calls please. Fern Terrace
to door. No min. order. Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Bonuses/benefits Dr. EOE.
1-800-827-4640 Ind/sIs/
PART time maintenance
rep
Must have good manners,
BABY NEEDS A SITTER! polite and work well with
working mother looking for people. Lawn skills rebabysitter to watch 1 child quired Starting pay,
(19 months) in my home. $5.25Thr. Apply at Helldal°
References A Must! Prefer Apts office, 7-3, Mon-Fri.
non-smoker. Excellent pay EOE. 437-4113
with lunch provided. Call
492-8566 after 430pm.
POSITIONS now available
DEPENDABLE babysitter
needed for every other Fri &
Sat night. 436-2455.

PERSON to help install
commercial sound equipment Electrical or electronic experience required
Must be able to handle
heights, local and road
work. Pay commensurate
with experience Apply with
resume to Lowrance Sound
Co, Inc, 2132 Nailing Drive,
Union City, TN.

HOMEWORKERS urgently
needed Earn weekly paychecks from the comfort of
your home Free details
Rah LSASE to, American
Media Associates, Dept
AA, 381 E Oak Dr, Buchanan, Tn 38222

AFTERNOON & midnight
cashiers needed. Must be
18yrs or older. Only serious
applicants need apply.
Racer's Coastal, 1000
Chestnut, Murray.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
IN THE MATTER OF:

Doses&
& adidoire

Help
Wanted

its

150

r170

OSA

Last
Am/ hued

1-69•1
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
IN THE MATTER OF:
PETITION OF RANDALL UNDERHILL and wife, JOYCE
UNDERHILL, AND PAUL MURPHY and wife, IRENE MURPHY,TO CLOSE UNIMPROVED COUNTY ROAD IN CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY, PURSUANT TO KRS § 178.070
NOTICE
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a hearing on a petition
by Randall Underhill and wife, Joyce Underhill, and Paul Murphy
and wife,Irene Murphy,to close an unimproved county road as shown
on the plat of Howard's Bluff Subdivision, Plat A, of record in Deed
Book 98, Page 221, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court, more particularly described as follows:
A 0.142 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, December, 1995, Plat Book 20,
Page 41,(Slide 1883)located approximately 14 miles East of the
intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being that portion of an
undeveloped road between Lots 49 and 50 of Howard's Bluff
Subdivision, Plat A, Deed Book 98, Page 221, and being more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract
of land the Southeast corner of Lot 50 of said subdivision, said
point being a 04 re-bar set on the West side of the said unnamed
road;
Thence, north 08° 28' 11" East - 46.80 feet with the East side of
Lot 50 to a #4 Re-bar set;
Thence, North 07° 14'44" West - 119.50 feet with the East side of
Lot 50 to a #4 re-bar set at the Northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land and the Northeast corner of the said Lot
50;
Thence, South 69° 49' 27" East - 64.15 feet, generally along the
375 contour to an existing iron pin at the Northeast corner of the
herein described tract of land;
Thence,South 08° 28' 11" West. 135.51 feet with the West side of
Lot 49, the Paul Murphy property, Deed Book 172, Card 296, to
an existing iron pipe at the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence, South 74° 51' 31" West - 33.22 feet across the end of the
developed mad to the point of beginning.
Said unimproved county road does not provide access to any
property owners abutting the road other than the joint petitioners
herein.
Notice ofthe road closing and a written report ofthe findings oftwo
(2)viewers and the county road engineer/county road supervisor will
be performed in accordance with KRS § 178.070.
The closing of the unimproved county road will in no way
inconvenience the public.
The public hearing will be held at the Weak's Community Center
during the meeting of the Calloway Fiscal Court on April 16, 1996,at
1:30 p.m.
DATED, this the 14th day of March, 1996.
J.D. WILLIAMS
Calloway County Judge/Executive

8, 1996 •

11 CARAT diamond Anniversary Band, $1200
new, will take $400 obo.
753-5995 ask for Kevin.
12FT Fiberglass sheets
some $3.00iea. Lap siding
14h lenghts, $3.50/sheetmile
Paschal SaNage,
from Hazel. 498-8964.
BLACK prom dress, size
743. Only worn once. Will
sell cheap. Call 753-6310.
BOOKS for sale, CHEAP!
Call 759-9215.
COMPAQ 140, 14* monitor, brand new, original
price $350, asking $260.
Antique solid Brass bed,full
size mattress and box
springs included, best offer.
767-0785
CULTURED marble sinks.
Big selection CHEAP!Paschall Salvage, '/. mile from
Hazel. 498-8964.
FOR sale: Commercial tanning beds. 759-4713.
FULL length, black beaded
Prom dress with multicolored sequins on bodice.
Sweetheart neddine with
cut out back, size 6. Call
after 4:30prn. 489-2422
HARDWOOD flooring,
$1.99/ft & up. Ceramic tile
99tift Paschall Salvage,
A mile from Hazel
498-8964.

School Bus Drivers
Training provided. Must have high school
diploma or equivalent, be 21 or older and
be eligible for CDL license. Benefits
include starting pay of $6.50 per hour, life
ins., health ins., paid sick days, paid
personal day and county retirement. Pay
may be higher based on verifiable experience. Applications are available at the
school bus garage, Hwy. 121 North, or at
the following address: Calloway County
Board of Education, ATTN: Glenn
Grubbs, P.O. Box 800 Murray, KY 42071.

POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the following
vacancy as listed:
Engineering Assistant/GIS
Department: Engineering
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position is available at the City
Clerk's Office located at 5th & Poplar Streets
in the City Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00
p.m. on Friday, April 12, 1996.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required
of all applicants.

Tapes

Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music.
IC ant. Ft

ink. &JP 1:211, 11

Dixioland Centor

Car

753-0113

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
Open House
Monday, April 15 • 6-8:30 p.m.
Register
Kindergarten-Gr. 8

---••—•"+"0111waiwiseW111111111110

753-3289
753-6487

Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class moiling operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $620 and lops off at $884 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period
If you've got what it takes to work with the worlds best toymakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
210 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer- INF/DN
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
150

210
Ankles
for Sale

ODO width vinyl floor covering Some as wide as
15'4 ft Vinyl cove base,
254 a k Any color in stock
Large stock of penmeter
vinyl flooring from $6 95 up
Paschal Saivage, 4 mile
from Hazel, 498-8964
PROM dress. Satin and
Lace, Mauve, size 16
Wore twice sold for $200
wilt tem $65 753-04388

II

PROM dress, Fuchsia size
16, shoes, purse & jewelry
753-9361
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489 2722

di
ks ,
vet
letrd,
or

TANNING beds new &
used Wolff beds, local
deakr. service, parts, lotions. lamps Financing
available 502-753 9274,
1-803-540-9790

MEW

TWO 9 wx8 h garage
doors Call 759-9120 or
759-1390 ask for Bill

365
Rriass0041

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
WNW

155
Appliances
WHIRLPOOL stacked
washer & dryer, excellent
condition, $4150 759-2310
160
Hesse
Fuenisidrige
2PC Living room suite, curtains, microwtwe. recliner.
753-2237.

1991, 16x76 MANUFACTURED home, 3BR. 2
baths Must see to appreciate on private country lot
with shop Can stay on lot
or move, $500 down and
assume payments
436-2508
1991
16x80 FLEETWOOD, loaded, $500 do.
payoff 753 4114 or
759 1266

1994 ATLANTIC. very nice,
BASSETT Southwestern many extras Must see,
couch & loveseat, end- $24000 obo 759-9600
tables & lamps, dining table
& 4 chairs New 1994 Call 1 NEW, 1996 Southndge,
16x60. front kitchen, for
759-5307 after 3 30pm
that lake retreat or singles
MAPLE dinette table and pad
REDUCED to
four chars Excellent con- 516 500 00 at Lakeland
dition, $150 753-2832
Quality Homes, 641 N,
Benton,
Ky
Ph
ROUND kitchen table with
502 527 5253
4 chairs, solid oak, $225
Large Oak coffee table and 2 NEW 1996 Southridge,
2 matching end tables, 16x80, 3 bedrooms, 2
$203. 753-5644
baths, front & rear bedrooms Beautiful blue decor
and luxury bath REDUCED for short time, only
520.500 00 See at Lake
land Quality Homes,641 N,
801 FORD tractor, good
Benton, Ky 42025 Ph
cond $3250 Super A Far502 527-5253
mall with 5ft belly mower,
$2100 759-1252
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
AGRICULTURAL/Steel
limits 753-5209
Buildings 800-12,000sq ft
Save thousands' Limited MANUFACTURED home,
supplies Richey Builders 52x28, 3br, 2 baths, con ac
502-886-0588
& heat Must be moved
753-2787 or 436-2133
200
MOVING must sell 1990
Spate
Fleetwood 2br, 1 bath, exEquipment
cellent condition

S

'94 M-2 FS Specialized 753-9970
stump jumper. Shimano NEW, 1996
Southndge
Deore XT componets Less 16x80, 3 bedroom,
2 baths
than 105 miles, 164
Front kitchen, with bay winframe. Like new. If inter- dow,dishwasher and luxested call 753-4029
ury bath REDUCED to
DP Air Strider dual action, $22,500 00, hurry and
walker, stepper, jogger. Ex- save $$$$ On sale for a
cellent condition, $100 short time only See Judy at
492-8514, if no answer Lakeland Quality Homes,
641 N Benton, Ky Ph
leave message
502-527-5253
GOLF dubs, mens Hogan,
forge radial irons. *2 REMODELED or use for
through pitching wedge, storage Buy at your pnce
753-5209
$250 767-0567

3

WE move Mobile Homes
for the public Today's
GOLF clubs, 1,3,5 Woods,
3-PW Irons, Putter, $250 Home, Benton, Ky
obo. Call 762-3813 ask for 502-527-5645
Jeffrey.
280
GUNS, buy, set, trade
Noble
436-5650
Homes For Rent
HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shot MOBILE home for rent
guns, Quality Leather Hof- 502-474-2335
sters, Ammos & Access
BHB Firearms 436-2980
Mobile
SOLOFLEX w/all attachHome Lots For Rent
ments & ski machine Call
after 6, 759-9839
MOBILE Home Village,
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$80/mo, water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

he

ty
!ts

Call 753-1916

)0

For Details

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
MI Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

1

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

-4

4 CAR garage shop for
rent 753-4509
641 STORAGE available.
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25
753-5685

DOWNTOWN upstairs ofKIMBALL Aquarius Organ,
fice space on Court
very good condition $500
Square. Rent $95 Includes
492 8514, if no answer
Winos 753-1266
leave message
LARGE storage facility,
94E
Coleman RE
2-10
753-91398
Illecelaneous
NORTHWOOD Storage
BLOW OUT SALE on vinyl presently has units avail753-2905 or
rug comments & lumber able
Paschall Salvage. '4 mile 753-7536
from Hazel 498 8964
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza. 104 N 5th St
270
753-8302 or 753-9621
Mobile
RETAIL or Office Space in
Home For Sale
• S Side Shopping Center
1978 12x60 WITH 2 lots 753-4509 or 7536612
near Lake All appliances
remodeled, large outbuild310
ing Extra nice 436-5794
Wed
1986 14x70, 3br, 1/, bath
central h/a, stove & retro()
cedar underpinning, pole
Nice Must sell $12,000
obo 753-7770

1n)

Far S.
Or Luse

To Rent
PROFESSIONAL Christian
lady w/1 child, wants to rent
reasonably priced house or
trailer, preferably near
Calloway/Graves Co line
References available Call
489-2077, 5pm to 9pm
320

h=s
1,2,380 apts Fumshod ,
very nice near MSU No
753- 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1BR apt near campus,
1303 Chestnut $250/mo
includes water No pets
753-8767
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 SLEEPING room, 1614
Olive. walk to MSU, utility
furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR Duplex, carport & storage, $475/mo. Lease & deposit. 753-7951.
2BR Duplex on 1707 B,
Ridgewood Dr Available
April 15, 5325/mo
759-4406
213R Duplex, stove & refrigerator furnished No
pets Deposit required,
$300/mo Call 753-5421
2BR upstairs apt 4 miles
from Murray on Hwy 121
South No pets $285/mo +
$285 deposit 489-2296
5 ROOM Apt or office
space Located at 703 S
4th St, Murray. See Carlos
Black Jr. at Black's Decorating Center or call
753-0839 or 436-2935
HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts Handicap accessible.
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday-Friday, 7.30-3.30.
Equal Housing Opportunity
437-4113, TDD
1-800-545-18.33 X287,
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Weedy Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888
LARGE 2br, Duplex, living
room, kitchen, bath, gas
heat. 631 N 4th, $375/mo.
753-8767, 753-2339.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments. Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm
Mon-Fri
1409 Duigiud Dr.
NEW 1br, Apt, $300/mo,
$300 deposit. No pets Located on Campbell Dr Call
753-5731,
NEW 2br, 1 bath duplex, all
appliances, including
washer & dryer. No pets
$475/mo, lease & deposit
required 759-9711 before
9PrnNOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 13am- 12noon No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, w/d hookup, appl
furnished, central gas h/a
lyr Lease, no pets, 1month
deposit, $500/mo
753-2905, 753-7536.
WASHER 8 dryer furnished, dishwasher, 2br, deposit 8 references required 753-9234
310

Houma
For Reed
2 or 3BR House, 811 Colchester Rd. Call 753-4857
after 5pm.
HAZEL- Completely remodeled 2br, 1,4 bath, appliances, deposit, lease. reierence. 492-8526

SALE or rent Tobacco
barns, dark fired AC Burley 768-4713
370

Unwise*
Supplies
10YR Old Arabian saddie
bred mare good natured
10YR Old pony, broke for
pulling carts 8 riding
436-5572
LIMOUSIN Bulks & Heifers
489-2272
380
Pets

& Supplies
2 BALL Pythons in cage
wiaccessones $200 obo
354 9616
AKC German Shepherd
puppies Champion blood
lines Parents on premises
message
Leave
901 3641 6823
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
FISH aquarium & equipment.various sizes
436-2303
GOLDEN Retriever puppies, AKC, Sire Canadian
American Champion, Singing in the Rain Pet & Show
Guaranteed Paradise
Kennels 502 753 4106
PET rats for sale Big rats
$3 00, small rats $2 00
Bring own carrier
759 2146

Used
Cos

2BR, 1 bath, gas furnace
stove II tank, air condi
Doner, vinyl siding, shaded
67 acre lot, low utilities
garage
$22.500
345-2834

1094 FORD Escort 8iou
miles color white, 1 °VOW
Call 753-4590 after
2 30pm

For R4111
Or Leas*
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

9

Campers

1994 HONDA Accord LX
4dr, 27xxx mites Seafoem
2 STORY brick, 4br, 24
Green $14,950 excellent
bath Quality construction,, condition
753-3493 after
759-2571, 435-4040,
5pm & on weekends
435-4013

1974 CHEW Sport Coach. TIGERSHARK personal
32ft motor home. sleeps 6, watercraft imited 1995 s
mechanically perfect, good available at huge dm
starting at
condition Fully self con counts
Waned Enjoy your summer $369900 BEAR CREEK
WERKS
icr only $6500 436 5412 BOAT
800 354 9501
1977, 21FT Travel trailer
sleeps 4 good condition
530
Priced down from $2900 to
Services
$2400 firm 7530773
Offered
32FT Camper, 1972 air, Al Al A TREE SERVICE
gas heat. $2,000 Black stump removal tree spray
1955 Chevy p u 327 asp. ing, hedge trimming
land
$7500 759 4414
soaping. mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
520
cleaning Licensed & in
Boats
steed, Full line of equip
I Motors
ment. Free estimates Tim
4 36 - 5 7 4 4 ,
166 SS Ebbode Dyne trak, Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
dual console, 1401-i John
son Motorgukie Eagle Lo- A I Tree professionals
wane, Tennessee trailer, Stump removal tree spray
garage kept, road cover ing serving Murray CalloWell maintained clean way County since 1980
package,
$5200
Free estimates 436-2247
474-8666
or 492 8737

ALCOA siding replace
rnent windows metal roofs
showcase exteriors
753-3532
ALL around hauling junk
clean up cleaning out
sheds gutters yard work
tree work Reasonable
Rates Joe 436 2867

ALL Brands ZEBS VCR
3BR, 1 bath, vinyl on 2 '1 FORD Crown Victoria
REPAIR Prevent damage
LX 57xxx miles, red,
acres in Browns Grove
we clean tapes access°
Fruit trees & outbuildings $7,500 Nice car Can be
nee sold 759 5066
seen at 919, N 18th St ext,
Mid 40's 435-4536
or call 753-8083
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
BY Contractor New 4br,
foundations slabs sidew
24 bath house w/3 car
19S
alks driveways buildings
garage Deluxe home with
remodeling repairs AGC
all amenities You must see
Vats
certified 489 2214
this one Call 753-3903
1983
CHEVROLET
Van,
ANTENNA Repair and in
BY OWNER 3br bnck,
stallabon Replace or install
bath, large family room, liv- glass all around, good conquality Channel Master an
ing room, utility room. 1 car dition Call 753-4131 after
5
tonnes rotors and ampli
garage 3 Acres and a But
hers Beasley s Antenna
AN building, west of Murray
1989 DODGE Caravan
Service
Buchanan
435-4277
high mileage, but in good
901 642-4077
BY Owner- Custom de- condition, $4950 753-0521
days, 436-2165 evenings
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
signed and built for quality
17FT Astroglass bass boat A & A Lawn Care mowing
niture repair & custom
energy efficiency and
Mercury Black Max V6, hauling tree trimming
openness 3br, 24 bath, 1
Johnson 12/24 footroll 2 Free Estimates Mark woodworking 753-8056
acre lot Quiet neighborlive wells fish finder, 3 Lamb
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
436 5791
hood many extras Shown
deep cycle marine batte 436-2528
Factory trained by 3 major
by appointment 753-9778
ries, custom trailer
1964 2T FORD cabover
manufacturers All work
435-4561
and parts warranted Ask
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4 good shape, good tires
ADDITIONS roofing & sid
502 474 2335
bath, 2 story, 41004 sq ft
1978, 16 FT Savage ing are my Specialty For for Andy at The Appliance
Lots of extras, Walnut ca- 1970 CHEVY pickup, bass boat. 115hp Mercury free estimates call David Works 753-2455
binets, Conan baths, 98xxx miles, aluminum
outboard Nice $3300
Lamb at 436-5043
decks, gazebo, sprinkler wheels, new tires, runs 436-2657
system, large game room, great 474-8552
1987 26F1 Aqua Cruiser
Quality Service
753-5940,
study
Tree Trimming
1985 DODGE 0100, pontoon with upper deck
436-5946
Free Estimates
Tree Removal
'87 901-ip Yamaha motor no
$2500 502 489 2095
24 Hour Service
NEARLY new Executive
trailer, $3700 obo
Stump Removal
Gutter Cleanng
Style home with ceramic 1987 4 RUNNER SR. 5sp. 435-4171
Cleanup SOMCO
tile, Ber Bar carpet, top $5275 759-4683
Mulch Hauling
1993 SKI Doo model SP
Light Hauling, Etc
quality wallpaper throughLandscaping
1991 GMC Sierra 4x4. 350 wave-runner
Great condi
out 4BR, 2'4 baths, with engine, heat & air, arniam
Full Line of
Hedge Trimming
24 car detached garage cassette, meg wheels, new bon low hours, good price,
Tree
Spraying
Equipment
2
life
}tickets & trailer inwith a finished 16'x30
bres, chrome brush guards, cluded 753-4847
after
game room above No $12,500 436-5950
6pm
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Realtors please 753-2339
1993 CHEVY pickup, 1996 BEAR CAT
Licensed & Insured
ATV,
NEW home in Mathis Farm 65xxx miles. $8995
454cc 4x4 now available in
Sub 3BR. 24 baths. on 1
489-2062
limited quantities at BEAR
acre lot 753-2627
1993 FORD Explorer, 4th, CREEK BOAT WERKS
800-354-9501
4wd Eddie Bauer Edition
470
loaded, w/all available op1996 DONZI 275 LXC
tions including leather in- (29'3' overall) midberth
Motorcycles
tend & moonroof, 95xxx cruisers in stock, starting at
miles, NADA retail 539 943 00 BEAR CREEK
1982 HONDA GL 500 Inter
$19,025
Priced to sell at BOAT
WERKS
stale wffaring & bags, $900
$13,900 435-4171
800-354-9601
obo 435-4171

B r /40/,

Tree Service

6+ ACRES, 14 miles wes
of Southwest Elementary
School, $54,000
435 4367
COMMERCIAL Property,
sale or lease Court
Square Paris Tn City best
location, 2 story, 2500sq ft
Owner
financing
759-4713

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

COMMERCIAL bldg,
2400q ft, on 4 acre lot
Natural gas, central h/a,
1983 HONDA Shadow
2yrs old 753-4547
750cc, 6900 miles, Harley
pipes, red $2500 obo
HALEY Appraisals Bob 753-3380
Haley, state certified
1988 HONDA 300, 4x4,
759-4218
good condition 436-5692
KOPPERUD Realty has after 5pm
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If 1988 ROUTE 66, excellent
you are thinking of selling- cond 1983 CR 80 din bike
contact one of our courte- 753-4509
ous and professional
1993 YAMAHA Tunbetwolf
agents at 753-1222 or stop
250 4 wheeler, nice
by office at 711 Main St
753-5033 after 5pm
REAL Estate acreage, 1-A
1994 SUZUKI Katana red,
to 275A Owner financing
7xxx miles, includes Shoei
759-4713
X8 helmet and riding
435
gloves Asking $3400 obo
Las
753-7657
Property
1995 400 KODIAK 4x4 with
5 ACRE lakeview lot, 1 acre 44 miles, camouflage seat,
bldg site, cleared fertilized $5350 753-2905 or
& seeded 436-5054
753-7536
BEAUTIFUL wooded lake
front lot, deep year around
water. Close to Murray Restricted subdivision. Installed waterline
759-4410

24FT Pontoon boat '89
model boat & motor Call
after 6 759-9839

1994 S-10 CHEVY LS
34xxx mi
$9500
759-1776

2 TIGERSHARK, 1994
Montego waverunners
Like new, only 10hrs in the
water Double easy ride
trailer included, $8300 nag
Call 753-2859

1995 CHEVY 9-10 ZR2
SERIES, *xi cab, 4wd,
Black wigrey Interior,
wheels & tires, 1 9xxx
miles, $20,000 obo. Call
4744704 after 6pm.
'94 DODGE Dakota SLT,
23xxx miles, $12,000
435-4009

510
Campers
1973 DODGE 21ft motorhome, 83xxx, roof air,
microwave, tow hitch,
$3300. 753-1245

Your Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th Si (Nest to Lassiter Pluter) • Murray
A DIVISION DI- SOUTIIERN WAIT SYSTEMS,
INC

CELEBRITY Boats
18-31', most in stock now
and available with early
season discounts at BEAR
CREEK BOAT WERKS
800 354 9501

IWOODSIRIN'S
Curtis Smith, Craftsman

PROCRAFT Bass boat
dual console, 20ft long 200
Mariner motor, Procraft
trailer Good condition See
Carlos Black Jr at Black's
Decorating Center or call
436-2935 or 753 0839

(502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax
Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

WANT to buy Good used
pontoon boat 753-9212

Used
Cars

Dial-A-Service

1981 FORD Mustang, burgandy,, 90xxx miles, runs
good, $1100 759-2310

WANT to purchase Lake
front property with or with- 1982 MERCEDES Benz
outhouse 1-800-484-8079 240 D, like new, runs,
pine 1630 after 6pm
doves good 436-5054
440
1989 FIREBIRD due w/
Lots
gray interior, 1-tops, V6,
For Sale
60xxx miles, $3800.
2 ACRES near Hazel w 753-5165 evenings
store building Nice field for
1990 CADILLAC DeVille,
horses or home site, Call
owned, white w/gray
locally
Jean at Roberts Realty
interior. Excellent condi753-1651
tion 753-4097
9 PRIME building lots, including corner lot in Pre- 1993 COUGAR XR7,
std.
; Heights Subdivision, white, loaded, excellent
located behind Gatesbor- condition 759-1466
ough All underground city 1993 T-BIRD, V6, loaded,
utilities, some with trees 42xxx miles, $10,000
They won't last longIll Call 436-2394
753-2339, ASAPI
1995 UNCOLN Town Car.
CUSTOM building site in
Champagne with Maroon
the country Corner lot 3+
leather interior Al the opacres, paved roads both
tions including 10 disc CD,
sides. 3 Miles to Murray
26xxx miles, beautiful car,
town center, shared well.
$25,800 firm. 436-2561.
Restricted Owner finance
possible Finders fee Don 1995 MERCURY COU502-753-5231.
GAR XR7, white, fully
loaded, all power, sunroof,
PRIME building lots, some
am/fm cassette, 21xtx
w/trees, all underground
miles. Excellent condition,
utilities, natural gas. Joins
Oaks Country Club. $15,000 obo 474-8704 after 6pm.
753-4010, 435-4226.

Whispering Meadows
Subdivision hi
Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Udderback - construction busy - an already established
subdivision. Family setting - less than a mile from
N. School, N. 641, golf, restaurants, skating rink,
Dale's Auto Repair, close to new Kroger, future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - far
enough away for the quiet life. Reasonably priced a few left at $12,500!

Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001

HALEY'S
11109P ck
teS Rental

1994 EXPLORER XLT,
loaded, low miles, leather
Call after 5pm 753-3957

Custom
CABINETS
B WOODWORKING
Will Build To

.190

and Sales

Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans Foi Moving

360

APRIL 8, 1996

510

Hesse
For Sal.
•

MONDAY

-Don't Let The Name Fool You112 So. 12th Murray. KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

DIAL' 753-1916
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear
L3bV.J - s
and Limousine

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

1
4
1144.
0
11
Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE

7 Days Per Week
MURRAY

753-9224

753-3078

•

* Rentals begin at S29.99
* Area's largest & only In Stock Formal Veer.
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and !OlcPherson.
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
344 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(901)642-5300
(502) 753-1300
. Weddings, Proms and Banqwers

753-7091

S 13‘. IK
Construction
"Homes Built to Satisfaction"
See how competitive we are to the price of
double wide mobile homes

David's Cleaning Services

Ed's Wheel Alignment

'Cleanirri
Vino Siding • Homes • Mobile i4ornes • Boats • Bock Driveways
• Paairrq Loft • All Enemy Cleaning • Acid Galardi) Available
David Borders
Ptione
Insured
(502)759-4734
Completely Mobile
Gluier (502)853-1108

Alignment & Complete Brake Service,
Struts era Shocks etc.
301 Olive St.
Murray, KY 42071

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All

Types

of

Refuse

Doors, Windows, Door Tracking it Trolleys, and
Insualtion for Metal Buildings
Butterworth Rd. (Hwy 299) Office (502) 489-2122
Murray, KY 42071
Homes: (502) 489-2724

Service

KTN CARPET CLEANING

Do you know you
can advertise a
double spot for
only $12 per
week?
Call for details!

Carpet • Upholstery

1 (800) 642-7740
Dial the 800 number first. Wen you
Jim C.aylor
hem a 'bearded message enter the
Ronnie Wad
Aeons Code 85

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Polky Pay 100%
of the Deductibks?

MEDIC ARE
SUPPLEMENT

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

7534952

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

•••• IP

-111.

•

Union Jones, Owner
(502) 753-1351

ECONakII METAL & SUPPLY CO.
"Your Soiree For Metal Roofing & Siding"

1-800-585-6033

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does not pay. S736 on Part A; $100 on Part B. Call me
for more information.

Moe-Fri.
7:00-4:00

•

-
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MONDAY, APRIL 8, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

530

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
BOBBY
perienc•
HOPPER, 436-5848

Services
Wend

SWAM

DRYWALL, Snishing, repairs. additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761.

PAINTING, interior & exterior. Mobile homes, deck
C•II
cleaning.
502-489-2165.

FOUR Stir Mobile Home,
pans & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige.
grey 492-8488

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
11181011'60n, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

GILBERTS Repair SerBACKHOE SEICVIOB ROY vice. Mirrors Glass ReHILL Septic system drive- *Dement, Screens. Skim
ways, hauling, foundations, Doors. Big Screen TV Covetc 759-4664
ers. Custom Security
B & G Lawn Service Mow- DOOM 436-5733.
n g , trimming, etc
HANDYMAN Company.
759-9103, 753-8257
We do it all Repair, replace
BOB'S Plumbing Service install or build Speaal on
All work guaranteed Free vinyl siding soffit and facia
estimates 436-5832 or Cal today 474-8621.
753-1134
HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted. No job too small
BUILDER- New homes & Just give us a call.
garages. Framing, metal or 759-1184.
wood, Contract or hourly
KD Cleaning Will dean,
Tnpp Williams. 753-0563
Homes, offices and new
BUSH hogging,finish mow- construction, Call
ing & trimming, garden and 5596498 Free quote
yard tilling 492-8530.
KITCHEN CABINET RECARPET Cleaning, $25.00 FACING. Make your old
Standard size room. Free new again with Formica All
deordonzing. 436-2654.
colors, free estimates_
CARPET REPAIR. Does Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
your carpet have wrinkles KY. 436-5560.
or bad seams? Call Stock- LAMB Brother Home Imwell Carpet Installation & provements, remodeling,
Repair for a Free estimate additions, roofing, siding,
437-4272.
free estimates. 436-2269.
CARPORTS for cars and LAWN Care, mowing,
Ducks. Special sizes for clean up & hauling. Reamotor home, boats, RVs sonable Rates. Call
and etc. Excellent protec- 753-4679.
tion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664. LAWN Mowing. Bally Paschall. 502-753-2943.
COMPLETE Remodeling
and insurance Repair. LEE'S CARPET CLEANFree estimates. Call ING. Furniture • carpets •
spot removal • tree esti753-7617.
mates. 753-5827.
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices LEWIS exterior cleaning.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. House, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl. Buildings,
436-5560
RV's, sidewalks. Free estiCUSTOM BUILT wooden mates. 753-6490.
decks & fencing. Excellent
workmanship. Affordable LICENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.
rates. 753-7860.
CUSTOM bulldozing and L & L Lawn Service. Combackhoe work, septic sys- mercial or Residential 10
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, Years experience, guaranteed professional work &
Horace Sholar.
free estimates Call
CUSTOM tilling, grader 753-6289.
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
MB GENERAL CON
502-492-6159
STRUCTION & MAINTEDAVID'S Cleaning Ser- NANCE: carpentry, paintvices. 'Cleaning vinyl sid- wig, electrical, siding, other
maint.
apt
ing, homes, mobile homes, &
boats, brick driveways, (502)436-2819 fax or
parking lots, all exterior modem avail.
cleaning, acid cleaning MOODY'S Mower Repair.
available. David Borders, Time for spring tune-up
Insured. Completely Mo- Pickup & delivery.
bile. Phone 502-759-4734 753-5668
Cellular 502-853-1108.

SUMNER ROOFING CO.
Let one call do it all for industnal, commercial or
residential Also nei.• construcuon roofs, eYen farm
buildings roofs Also, single ply and torchdown
We are licensed IR Murray, bonded and Insured.
All employees are coYered under workers comp If
you need referen•es we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co
We are ready to serve you!

Co, Cadiz, KY
1-800-270-0479 or 502-235-5979(r.mso

Sumner Roofing

/

1

1

NUMMINIII I I
ATTENTION
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey'sPlumbing
MasterLIcnd
Fro* Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

I•rira

436-266a

PAINTING. interior. exterior. Roofing. home repairs,
cleaning. Free estimates.
436-5032,

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)

Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

\Ay: FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
RILEY Remodeling & Construction. Additions, garages, roofing, vinyl siding &
Dim. Replacement windows, storage sheds, pole
barns, decks. New homes
also available. Call tor free
estimate 502-4892907.
ROB'S Electrical works.
New & old oonstuction. Residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural. Quality work, reasonable prices
Licensed & Insured.
247-5700, 742-4484
(Pager).
ROOFING and painting, intenor, exterior, etc. 25yrs
experience. 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens. 474-0107.
R & R ELECTRIC. Specielazing in mobile home hookups, new construction,
general maintainence.
Free estimates, fast service. Call anytime
762-0001
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
T J.'s LAWN Service. Professional service and
equipment. Mowing, weedealing, edging, etc. For a
free estimate call
753-5647
TREES trimmed, topped or
removed. Also firewood.
Call 436-2562.
WALLPAPER, Painting.
Drywall repair,30yrs experience. Free estimates. Aurora, 502-354-9551.
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592.
D & D Roofing. Licensed
roofing with 10yrs experience. Guaranteed quality
workmanship at reasonable rates. Reroofs, tearoffs and new roots. Free
estimates. 436-2613.
MOORE'S Siding, Roofing
& Decks. Quality workmanship and law rates guaranteed. 753-9299 or
,
559-5786.
MULCH, delivered. Murray.
436-5560.
WINDOW repair & replacement, (vinyl). 759-1799.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530.
sfin
F,..
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PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!

PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair, including thawing water lines
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545

BEAUTIFUL Malamute mix
puppies. Very aftecbonate,
free to loving home.
345-2605

CUSTOM IDTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

To Subscribe To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Offered

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Open Mon -Fn 7-5 Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111
r.e.a/z rrawaeomorrimaarrrazisawr
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WASHINGTON - U.S. Senator Wendell Ford (D-Kentucky) participated in a
recent news conference announcing that in Its first year the "Motor-Voter"
law has resulted In a record 11.2 million people registering to vote or updating
registrations. In Kentucky nearly 200,000 citizens have registered to vote
under the legislation Ford pushed through Congress.

1

0
0
Every
Tuesday
Evening
7pm

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,APRIL 9, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

SPEE1717ALL
Begins
at 6:30 p.m.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are sometimes impulsive but never irrational.
Bold thinkers, they are always willing to take a well-calculated risk. Positive
and productive, these Aries seldom suffer from self-doubt. Unintimidated by
obstacles, they are experts at turning a disadvantage into a plus. Count on
these conscientious and civic-minded types to do what they can to make
their community a better place to live. An interest in helping mankind could
lead these Aries to run for elective office one da)..

Cards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
at $5.00
-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY -Featuring rightl specials at St per card or 52 or three Special carry
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served
trr/
400;00V
AX
,

Plays 12
Games
over 7+

+ +

//20,
7

Inventory

SALE

1,000 MOVIES FOR SALE

$3.50

April 8-13 • 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
C &

.

••

J Video

.• dirml 1 •ria_. t• Ak..Agake•

everyday Low Pricesiii
$2950

Perms

$10
Child's Hair Cut s6
Adult Hair Cuts

Walk-Ins Only!

FAMILY HAIRCARE
•

w

(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

The United Way of MurrayCalloway County is now accepting
applications from local nonprofit
agencies interested in receiving United Way funding in 1997 from the
1996 campaign to be conducted this
fall.
In addition to prepared budget
forms and a narrative description
questionnaire available from the
United Way office, interested agencies must also submit: 501(c)(3)
letter; Articles of Incorporation; a
copy of bylaws with the date of the
last revision; most current audit
and/or year-end financial statement
including balance sheet; most current Form 990; list of current board
members and schedule of 1996
board meetings. Agency self-evaluations forms and a certificate of
non-discrimination,
available

A

•
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: 21): Put a big job aside while you
Others will urge total candor. Be tackle the little ones that have been
cautious. Always revealing exactly piling up. A relative may give you
what is on your mind can cause set- the cold shoulder. Withhold judg•
backs. A financial surprise will ment until you have all the facts.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
allow you to make some special purchases. The romantic picture is 19): Romance looks highly promisbrightest for those who want to set- ing. Nothing should stop you from
tle down. Conscientious and carrying out your plans today. Use
thoughtful, you are close to being the fax and phone to save valuable
the "perfect- partner in either busi- time. You need to be prompt about
ness or marriage. Search for some- paying bills and answering letters.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
one who shares your moral values
Each
and strong commitment to excel- Keep a low profile and avoid trying
to force your views on others. Home
lence.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON is a wonderful place to regroup
THIS DAY: model Paulina when you feel stressed. Be honest
Porizkova, Playboy founder Hugh with yourself. Change can be
Hefner, actor Dennis Quaid, actress exhausting. Go slow.- PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Keshia Knight-Pulliam.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): The emphasis this month is on
810 Sycamore
The emphasis now is on providing replacing bad habits with good ones.
S.
art
for your financial future. Go over It. may be necessary to travel a long
753-7240
recent savings and checking account distance today. Before starting out.
statements; you could find an error. check to be sure you have every_7k
A new addition to the family will thing you need.
increase your insurance needs.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
An unusual career or financial
,E;
opportunity could arise this week.
You need to consult family members before making a long-range
decision. Distant affairs can be
lucrative.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20).
Your financial situation is changed
Other Services: Frosting,
by a stroke of good luck. Your coworkers' pessimism fails to dampen
Irredessing, Colors,
your spirits. A phone call alerts you
& Tints.
to a family crisis.
special
wraps
extra)
hair
&
(long
(June
21-July
22):
A
CANCER
Stylists: Owner-Sarah J. Bess
joint effort to please higher-ups
"Janey", Debbie Holt, Nancy
could fall short of the mark today.
Rich, & Coming Soon...
Refrain from issuing ultimatums
Solo projects enjoy favorable influPamela Glover.
ences.
Shampoo & Style Free
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Any disagreements are apt to center on thc
right way to disperse funds. A comMon.-Fri. 9-6 p.m.
promise is the best solution. Questions of personal prestige assume
••
Sat. 9-4 p.m.
Shampoo & Style Free
new importance.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
good day to ask for favors and seek
loans. Paying careful attention to
•
detail will prevent costly mistakes.
Share a secret with someone in a
neat to Radio Shack)
We Sell
position to help you.
Olympic Plaza
Paul Mitchell
10% MSU Discount
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Oth753-0542
Products
ers will let go of the past if you do.
A member of the opposite sex could
._
be waiting for you to take the initiaIIlQJII1
tive. Your social life accelerates.
•er
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Allow things to settle down before
you take a stand on a divisive issue.
=ElMI.'
MEIN MIN NM MOM NMIINIM MIN 11
11
Modify your plans if you fear that
you are being overly confident. A
second job is one answer to a cash
shortage.

1
I Get Your FREE
United Way seeks applications 1 Full Spinal Examination!

.
)
111111

.
7

through the United Way office, responsibility very seriously of
making sure United Way contribumust also be submitted.
are wisely spent. Over 1500
tions
Interested agencies must contact
the United Way office by April 16. volunteer hours are given every
Applications and the information year by United Way contributors to
listed above are due back in to the review agency operations and fiUnited Way office no later than nancial status."
"Each time we go through this
May 6.
we learn something new,"
process,
Once the initial applications are
reviewed, agencies that have met Mackey continued. "We encourage
the above stated criteria will be sent agencies to also see this process as a
a complete budget packet to con- learning opportunity. There is altinue the admissions review pro- ways room for improvement for any
cess. Decisions regarding final ad- organization."
missions will be made in the fall.
Fourteen agencies that served
"We arc fully aware that this is a over 23,000 people received fundlot of information for agencies to ing from United Way in 1995.
provide," said Lee Mackey, chairAnyone interested in volunteerman of the United Way allocations ing on the allocations and agency
and agency relations committee. relations committee is encouraged
"Committee members, comprised to contact the United Way office at
of over 30 local volunteers,take the 753-0317.

g
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YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES

1

1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain down I eq,
Muscle Spasms

13 Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
15 Tight Muscles
16 Aching Feet

14

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine,a muscle
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

1
1

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPaNSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Dr Dennis L lieskett, DC

This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

L

f MIA

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116
301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071

CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU
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MURRAY LEDGER

LOOKING BACK
=MI

min=lk

Tea years ago
Murray landmarks named to
the National Register of Historical Places by United States
Department of Interior were First
Christian Church, Calloway
County Courthouse, National
Hotel, Post Office, Annex of Calloway County Public Library, and
the Main Street residential district which includes nine residences and Murray Middle
School.
Stuart Poston, administrator of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, has been appointed as a member of Kentucky Board of Licensure for Nursing Home Administration by Kentucky Governor
Martha Layne Collins.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Stewart
were married 50 years Jan. 18.
Births reported include a boy
Pamela and Allen Warren, April
3.
Twenty years ago
Robert M. Domalewski, FBI
Special Agent serving out of the
Louisville office, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club.
He was introduced by Walter
Apperson.
A page feature story and pictures about the Bailey Rabbit
Farm of Murray are published.
The story and pictures were by
Staff Photographer and Writer
David Hill.
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association held a luncheon meeting at the home of Dr.
and Mrs. Harry Sparks.
Janet Rowland, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowland,
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DEAR

ABBY: Your

recent

reprint of a letter about the Importance of being a good neighbor compelled me to write to you for the
first time in 30 years.
Being too friendly with the neighbors can be risky business. What if
it turns out that you don't really
want to be friends with these people

after you get to know them better'?
Then what do you do — move'?
Abby. neighbors should respect
one another's privacy.
I have had neighbors who
seemed to think that because I was
always nice to them, they could
preach their religion to me. tell me
how to vote, dress and raise my
kids. Sometimes I wish I'd never
said more than a casual hello.
My idea of a good neighbor is one
who is cordial, minds his own business and is willing to help in an
emergency.
It' a friendship develops over the
years. fine. If not, you've still got a
good neighbor_
MINDING MY OWN BUSINESS
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Aware that the trumps were
stacked against her, Mrs. Hayden
now led a low diamond from her
hand. West took the ten but. was
endplayed! Whatever he returned,
he had to give away a trick.
WEST
EAST
Hoping to find East with the
•5
•K Q9863 king of clubs, West played the A-10
IF A 9 8 4 :3
gir .1 6
of that suit. Mrs. Hayden won with
• K J 10 4
•8
the king and returned the five of
+ A 10 4
+ Q 97 3
diamonds,putting West under presSOUTH
sure again.
4, A J
If he took the jack and exited
✓ 10 7
with a club, declarer would ruff and
• A Q 7 6 5 32
play the ace and another trump to
+K6
force West to play a heart to the KThe bidding:
Q. And if he ducked the diamond,
South West
North East
hoping East could win the trick,
1•
1V
Pass
1•
West would lose one of his trump
2•
Dble
tricks and the outcome would be the
Opening lead — five of spades.
same. West was thoroughly licked
B.Jay Becker,the former editor and he knew it. Actually he ducked,
of this column, was playing in a and Mrs. Hayden made two diatournament many years ago inJuan
monds doubled.
les Pins, France, when this deal
Later that day, Rixi Marcus,
arose. His partner was Dorothy England's top woman player, apHayden, and their opponents were proached Becker and said West had
two Frenchmen they had never seen asked her:"Who is that tall, attracbefore. West doubled two diamonds, tive English woman who is such a
which was certainly reasonable,and good player?"
led a spade.
Mrs. Marcus, recognizing from
Mrs. Hayden, South, won the the description that it was Mrs.
queen with her ace and returned a
Hayden, answered: if she's attraclow heart. Fearful that the heart tive and English, she's not a good
might be a singleton, West rose with player; if she's English and a good
the ace,on which East — who wanted player, she's not attractive; and if
no other suit led — played the jack. she's attractive and a good player,
West returned a heart, won by South she's not English!"
Tomorrow: Think first, play later.
NORTH
• 10 7 4 2
✓ K Q52
•9
+ .1 8 5 2

ACROSS
1 "— in a Blue
Dress"
6 Agrees with
11 Pnncipal dish
13 Connie
Chung's
husband
14 Type style
(abbr.)
15 Edwards of
"ER"
17 That man
18 Craggy hell
20 Hershiser
namesakes
21 — the line
22 "Pretty Maids
All in — —"
24 Building
addition
25 Prophet
26 Royal
guardsman
28 Separated
30 Singer Tori
32 — tide
33 Empower
35 On the water
37 'Dead Man
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Walking" star
38 Summer
cooler
40 Actress
Lamarr
42 Corrida
cheer
43 Black or
Eastwood
45 Sault Ste.
Marie
46 Poitier ID
47 Schemed
49 Urich ID
50 Na is its
symbol
52 Stan's
partner
54 Storehouse
55 Disembarks

DOWN
1 Mississippi
2 Au- dience
demand
3 Montpelier's
st.
4 Pension-plan
inits.
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5 Letterman's
rival
6 Bon Jovi and
Voight
7 — League
8 Two (prefix)
9 Repeated a
sound

10 Transparent
12 To be (Fr.)
13 She's married
to Michael J
Fox
16 Beatles film
19 Steve Martin
movie
21 Oater props
23'Pretty—'
25 Hide away
27 — Hill (San
Francisco)
29 Turmeric
31 Ski race
33 Fish trap
34 Redact
36 Was very
fond of
37 Armed band
39 Within (comb.
form)
41 —truly
43 Well-known
board game
44 Relate
47 Fruit mod
48 Day (SP.)
51 Prosecutor
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53 ric Breeden
soap role
(inks.)
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be easily Idled and used are great.
but you probably need several located throughout your home Don't

store them in the most likely place
fOr fires to break out.
alx)ve the

stove, in the water-heater closet or
near the furnace
In our case. %A %% ere able to
reach our extinguisher arid nearly
had the car tire under control when
our lone extinguisher ran out If
we'd had even one more, the fire
could have easily been controlled
betiire the tire department arrived
DEBI MEANS. PLAN( I. TEXAS
DEAR DEBI MEANS: Good
advice. Readers — are you listening? Il hope so.)

with you at this time. For my name
and address, press two, occupation
and marital status. press three To
DEAR ABBY: A letter you pub- learn my
husband's name and occulished recently reminded everyone
pation, please press fina. Press live
not to store a fire extinguisher if
you'd like to talk to me, and press
above the stove. In the event of a six
if you'd like. to talk to my husfire, you might not be able to reach
band. Frustrated and forgot why.
the fire extinguisher. Having expe- you
called? Press seven. To have
rienced a car fire at our home a few this
message repeated, press eight.
weeks ago, we. learned a few more. For
a busy signal. hang up, try
igain, and have a re:ii nice it
VIEW OF IRATE CONSUMER
EXPRESSED. MINDLESS
with the ten.
ANSWERING IS LOATHSOME

CROSSWORDS
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property
Small tire extinguisher, that can

DEAR MINDING: There's an
old saying, "Too thick doesn't
* * *
stick." Before you and your
DEAR ABBY: Re computer
neighbors became neighbors,
voicemad
you were strangers. After get- is a good systems: The best defense
ting to know one another, you tempted offense. Here's what I'm
to record on my machine:
— and they, too — can decide
"If you have a Touch-Tone
how much you want to see of phone,
press one. if not, I am sorry.
one another.
I will not be able to communicate
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fire-safety tips the hal d e. a'.
Place a smoke detector in your
garage Car fires can start after
engine has been turned off, and
since most of us keep flammable,
like paint and paint remover in the
garage, a smoke detector located
near these. items call ,..1% II%
and

CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
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DEAR
I am
sorry, the advice columnist you
dialed is either disconnected or
not in service at this time.
Please check the number you
dialed, and call again ... and
again ...and again.

DR. GOTT
13, Peter H. Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR. GoTT Lin a 57 year ()ld
white male. I WaS recently diagnosed
as a diabetic because my sugar count
was 215. I was put on a i.000-calorie
diet, lost 20 pounds in seven weeks.
and my count is staying at around 115
I did not exhibit any symptoms of diabetes, this was found during a routine
examination. Ill maintain my diet and
keep my sugar level in the Ito range.
will the condition get worse' What are
my chances of becom[ng insulin
dependent.'
DEAR READER: Diabetes is not
like pregnancy. which you either have
or you don't Many people have "pre
diabetes- or a diabetic tendency.
meaning that they can become lull
fledged diabetics if they don't take
care of themselves by losing excess
weight and restricting dietary sugar
As long as such people follow their
doctor's advice. the diabetes will not
become a problem, that is. the blood
sugar won't climb into the abnormal
range. As a general rule, the fasting
blood sugar should not exceed about
120 milligrams per deciliter.
The story you describe is fairly
standard. You have an elevated blood
sugar that tell to normal once vou
shaped up As long as you continue to
follow your doctor's instructions. you
should have no trouble. and your diabetic tendency may not progress. I do
not believe that you will ever require.
insulin, although you may, as you get
older, become a candidate for anti
diabetes pill therapy. oral medication
that stimulates the pancreas to pro
duce more insulin.
You are fortunate that your physi
cian was able to diagnose your pre
diabetic state before you developed
serious consequence's such as acido

sis or vascular problems. sometimes
leading to heart attack If you stay on
the straight and narrow. your health
should remain good.

To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Diabetes Mellitus Other
readers who would like a copy should

send $2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2(117,
Murray Hill Station. New York. NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR.(;OTT Quite some time
ago you stated that the long-term use
of Xanax may cause memory problems and cognitive disorders in some
patients. I need more information on
the negative effects of long-term use
ofD
READER. Basically. that's it.
thisdrug
Xanax, a prescription anti-anxiety
medication, is safe and useful for shortterm or intermittent therapy. However,
long-term use can lead to dependence
and a plethora of complications, including fatigue, memory impairment,
depression. confusion, cognitive disorders, and behavioral abnormalities
(such as hostility and rage).
Also, patients who regularly take
Xanax can experience convulsions if
they suddenly stop the medicine; consequently. such patients must slowly
taper the dose over several weeks.
Xanax. like many other mood-altering drugs, should be parsimoniously

prescribed under strict medical
Aso.
supervision
1r9::sion.(1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 8, the 99th day of 1996. There arc 267
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on April 8, 1946, the League of Nations assembled
in Geneva for the last time.
On this date:
In 1513, explorer Juan Ponce de Leon claimed Florida for Spain.
In 1935, the Works Progress Administration was approved by
Congress.
In 1950, ballet dancer Vaslav Nijinsky died in London.
In 1952, President Truman seized the steel industry to avert a
nationwide strike.
In 1970, the Senate rejected President Nixon's nomination of G.
Harold Carswell to the U.S. Supreme Court.
In 1973, artist Pablo Picasso died at his home near Mougins,
France, at age 91.
In 1974, Hank Aaron of the Atlanta Braves hit his 715th career
home run in a game against the Los Angeles Dodgers, breaking Babe
Ruth's record.
In 1975, Frank Robinson, major league baseball's first black manager, got off to a winning start as his team, the Cleveland Indians,
defeated the New York Yankees, 5-3.
In 1981, Gen. Omar N. Bradley died in New York at age 88.
In 1990, Ryan White, the teen-age AIDS patient whose battle for
acceptance gained national attention, died in Indianapolis at age 18.
In 1992, tennis great Arthur Ashe announced at a New York news
conference that he had AIDS. Ashe died the following February at age
49.
In 1994, Kurt Cobain, singer and guitarist for the grunge band Nirvana, was found dead in Seattle from an apparently self-inflicted gunshot wound; he was 27.
Ten years ago: Actor Clint Eastwood was elected mayor of CarmelBy-The-Sea, Calif., defeating incumbent Charlotte Townsend by a
landslide. Eastwood served as mayor until 1988.
Five years ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III toured refugee camps near the Iraqi border, praising relief efforts but saying
"hope must be given to these people for a return to home." Jockey
Willie Shoemaker was left paralyzed after an automobile accident.
One year ago: Former Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara,
in an interview with AP Network News and Newsweek magazine to
promote his memoirs, called America's Vietnam War policy "terribly
wrong."
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TODAY IN HISTORY

has been named queen of Wranglers Riding Club.
Thirty years ago
Twenty-eight cases were disposed of in the Court of Murray
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn during the past week and at
City Court session on April 5.
Seaman Dorris W. Hartline,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Hartline, Rt. 1, Murray, is serving aboard USS Northhampton
with the Atlantic Fleet out of
Norfolk, Va.
Howard Steely, Richard
Knight, John Youngerman, Charlie Simmons and bob Manning
are new officers of Murray
Jaycees.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Isbill,
March 24; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joel Allen, March 30.
Forty years ago
Future Farmer Chapters of
Murray Training School, Lynn
Grove High School, Almo High
School, Hazel High School and
Kirksey High School won honors
at the FFA Field Day held April
5 at Murray State College.
Prof. Lynn Winget and Dr.
Herbert Halpert talked about
"Languages” at a meeting held
recently at Murray State College
Library.
Recent births at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Dillon.
The Rev. Roy D. Williams of
Memphis, Tenn., was speaker at
the weekly meeting of Murray
Rotary Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.
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Civil case of Goetz goes
to court after 11 years

•

Deaths
Miss Vara Armstrong

Mrs. Onie B. Sykes
Mrs. Onie B. Sykes, 77, North

Miss Vara Armstrong, 85, Murray, died Sunday, April 7, 1996, at
10:10 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church.
Born April 5, 1911, in Bebe, Ark., she was the daughter of the late
John Irvin Armstrong and Effie Mae Gilbreath Armstrong. Also preceding her in death were three sisters, Mrs. Nettie Treas, Ms. Ethel
Armstrong and Mrs. Neva Gargus, and one brother, Edgar Armstrong.
Survivors include three nieces, Mrs. Ruth Jones and husband, Parvin, and Mrs. Larue Wallace and husband, Hugh, Murray, and Mrs.
Betty Sue Gentry and husband, William, Rt. 4, Murray; two nephews,
Billy Armstrong and wife, Jackie. Rt. 2, Murray, and Johnny Armstrong, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and the Rev.
Jerry Lee will officiate. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

16th Street, Murray. died today.
April 8, 1996, at 6:54 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Scotts Grove Baptist Church. Born April 15,
1918. in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
Elbert Lee and Bessie Aaron Lee. Two brothers, Dossie Lee and Dalton Lee, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, James Sykes; two daughters, Mrs.
Kay Kingins and husband, David, and Mrs. Faye Boggess and husband, Joe, and one son, Mike Sykes and wife, Paulette, all of Murray;
four sisters, Mrs. Ruby Satterwhite and Mrs. Mabel Sykes, Murray,
Mrs. Della Satterwhite, Farmington, and Mrs. Emma Kidd, Alton, Ill.;
nine grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts and the Rev. Billy
Turner will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight (Monday).

Mrs. Mozelle P. Noel

Clyde Holifield

Mrs. Mozelle P. Noel, 77, of 5851 S.W. 86th Place, Ocala, Fla.,
formerly of Calloway County, died Friday, April 5, 19%, at 4:30 p.m.
at TimberRidge Nursing & Rehab, Ocala.
She was of Baptist faith. Her husband, Cecil Noel, preceded her in
death. Born Feb. 15, 1919, at Almo, she was the daughter of the late
John Peeler and Pauline Duncan Peeler.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shirley Lcnburg, Ocala, Fla.:
one son, Warren Noel, Chesterton, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Laverne
Tucker, Paducah, and Mrs. Gracie Edwards, Murray; one brother,
Alvin McCuiston, Paducah; seven grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. William B. Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in McDaniel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Clyde Holifield, 90, of 2976 State Route 303, Mayfield, died Saturday, April 6, 1996, at 7 a.m. at Mills Manor Health Care Center,
Mayfield.
He was a member of Highpoint Baptist Church, Mayfield. Born
Oct. 8, 1905, in Graves County, he was the son of the late George W.
Holield and Lula Bradley Holifield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lillian Suiter Holifield, several
sisters-in-law, and several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Rusty Fletcher and the Rev. James
Tharp will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joe Dan Taylor, Lindy Suiter, Kevin Crawford,
Mark McClard, Larry Wells Suiter, and Terry Butler, active; Bill
Whitlow, Lanny Wiman, Jimmy Blalock, Wayne Ramage, Harold
Wright, Ranzey Farrell, Robert Morris, David East, and Wendall
Ramage, honorary. Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Raymond Bartovick
Raymond Bartovick, 63, Princeton, died Saturday, April 6, 1996, at
2:15 p.m. at Princeton Health Care Center.
He was the member of a Catholic church.
Survivors include four half sisters, Mrs. Bernice Haddix, Murray,
Ms. Lillian Bartovick and Mrs. Agnes Samuelson, LaCrosse, Wis.,
and Mrs. Marion Ottmann, Racine, Wis.; half brother, George Bartovick, Kansas.
Services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at St. Henry Catholic
Church, Aurora. The Rev. George Hancock will officiate. Burial will
follow in St. Henry Cemetery.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.

Mrs. Lorena F. McCuan

Calloway County cattle
producers fund lean and
easy beef recipe centers
To help address consumer concerns or dread of low-fat meals, the
beef industry is offering low-fat,
great-tasting beef recipes this spring
in supermarkets throughout the
country. Calloway County cattle
producers helped fund the "Lean 'N
Easy With Beef Recipe Center," the
first of its kind devoted specifically
to using lean beef.
Nearly 14,500 supermarkets in
the U.S. are carrying the Lean 'N
Easy Recipe Centers during March.
The collection includes four convenient and delicious beef meals with
an ethnic twist. Appealing photos,
as well as preparation and purchasing tips, show consumers that making meals with lean beef is a snap.
March was chosen as the month for
the promotion because it is National
Nutrition Month.
The materials are based on a
checkoff-funded nutrition education program called "Lean 'N Easy:
Preparing Meat with Less Fat and
More Taste." That program, developed by The American Dietetic
Association and the former National
Live Stock and Meat Board (now
the National Cattlemen's Beef Association) was developed in 1995 for
dietitians to use with clients.
"We recognized that these nutrition education messages could be
extended directly to consumers,"
explains Stephanie Blevins, Director, Promotion & Consumer Affairs
for the Kentucky Cattlemen's Association. "By putting these low-fat,
delicious and convenient recipes
into people's hands, families who
love the taste of beef don't have to
cut back to enjoy a healthful diet."
One of the main messages of the
"Lean 'N Easy" recipe promotion is
the fact that today's beef stacks up
favorably against the chicken
breast, perceived by some consumers as the "gold standard" of healthy
meal entrees. According to NutriFacts data,a 3-ounce serving of beef
eye round (trimmed, after cooking)
has 140 calories, 4 grams fat, 2
grams saturated fat and 60 milligrams cholesterol, which compares
favorably to the same serving size of
roasted, skinless chicken breast,
weighing in at 120 calories,2 grams
fat, 1 gram saturated fat and 70
milligrams cholesterol. Consumers
are also reminded thai to(1.1,, bedl
has 27 percent less trimmable fat
than just 10 years ago,and that more
than 40 percent of all beef cuts have
no external fat at all.
Calloway County cattle producers continue to reinforce beefs
importance in the American diet
through a variety of national programs. These national programs are
funded through a beef checkoff of
SI per animal investment collected
each time cattle are sold. For more

information on beef, beef retail and
information programs, or the beet
checkoff investment when cattle arc
sold, contact the Kentucky Cattlemen's Association. The NCBA is
the result of a merger between the
former National Live Stock and
Meat Board and National Cattlemen's Association and is a consumer-focused, producer-directed
organization representing all segments of the industry.

Mrs. Lorena F. McCuan, 90, Sedalia, died Sunday, April 7, 1996, at
7:35 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Burnett's Chapel United Methodist Church,
Bumett's Chapel United Methodist Women, and Bumett's Chapel
Homemakers Club.
Her husband, Terry McCuan, one daughter, Rebecca McCuan, one
son, James McCuan, and one sister, Mrs. Anna Faye Canter, preceded
her in death. Born Oct. 3, 1905, in Graves County, she was the
daughter of the late Robert H. Wilford and Ida Mae Casey Wilford.
Survivors include two sons, Robert Terry McCuan and John Hobart
McCuan, Farmington; 10 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren; four
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Dodson and the Rev. Chuck Burns
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kenneth Galloway, Ronnie Galloway, Bobby
Galloway, Mike Gargus, Scott McAlpin and Jackie Adair. Burial will
follow in Burnett's Chapel Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Retha Askew Grogan
The funeral for Mrs. Rctha Askew Grogan will be today at 4 p.m. in
the chapeLof Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Jerry Lee will
officiate. gurial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. today (Monday).
Mrs. Grogan, 73, Rt. 4, Murray, died Thursday, April 4, 1996, at
7:39 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
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NEW YORK (AP)- Through to the bleeding youth and deliv11 years, Bernhard Goetz has ered the paralyzing gunshot,
stuck by his story that he shot announcing, "You don't look too
four black youths in the subway bad, here's another."
Goetz's defense is just as
out of self-defense.
Today, Goetz faces a $50 mil- plain: He fired in self-defense
lion lawsuit from one of his vic- when approached by four menactims that portrays him as a racist ing muggers who tried to shake
him down for $5. He declined to
who overreacted.
The case will go on, however, expound on that when reached by
without the plaintiff's famed telephone last week, saying he
attorney, William Kunstler, who was "too busy" to talk.
died last year.
"The poignancy of this case is
going through the files, seeing
Bill's notes, suggestions and
writings," said Ronald Kuby,
F.aersi State Market News Service April & la%
Kunstle,r's long-time law partner. Kentucky Purchase Ares Bog Market Report lacludes 2
Buying Stalks. Receipta Ad. 112 Est 151 knows &
"The only sad thing about this
.15 Weber Sows 1.110.3.110 higher
case taking so long is that Bill Gib
547.7546.15
US 1.3 231-201 lb..543.73-46.75
counsel."
isn't here as lead
IS 1-3 215.231 lbs.
$411.15-47.15
US 34 261-2116
Over that time, the Goetz case
US 1-2 20-215
was seized by advocates on
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531.1113.32.011
opposing sides of urban issues: US 1-2 2111•350 lb.
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Crime. Race. Gun control. Vigi- US 1.3
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al attention surrounded his 1987 IS 2-3 3011-500 lbs.
criminal trial. Goetz, acquitted of loan $2536-21.40
attempted murder, spent WA
months in jail on a weapons
conviction.
Kuntsler represented Darrell
Cabey, who was paralyzed in the
Dec. 22, 1984 shooting. A pre• Daily & Weekly Rentals
trial hearing was set for today,
• Clean, Dependable Car%
with jury selection to follow.
,
,
Call Us For itat,
•
Cabey, 30, slipped into a coma
suffered
and
shot
after being
Holland Motor Sales
brain damage. He now has the
513 S. 12th St.
mental capacity of an 8-year-old.
as
Goetz
portrays
Cabey's case
753-4461
a racist gunman who walked up
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Don't wait until an accident to
find out that you're not totally
covered. See me today about
your auto policy.

Ashley Ross • 753-0489 • Ross Insurance
RESERVATIONS
are currently being taken for

Hickory Woods

-

Retirement Center
GUARANTEE our pre-opening rental price for one full year by

registering now for your new apartment at Hickory Woods Retirement
Center! ASSURE yourselfofthe very best in Senior living in a secure,
worry-free environment. TREAT yourself to three wonderful meals
daily, served to you by our caring staff. RELAX and let us do your
housecleaning and laundry.ONE monthly fee entitles you to these and
many other services at Hickory Woods!
COME IN TODAY and select the floorplan and location you desire.
A $500 deposit, totally refundable, is all it takes to reserve your new
home at Hickory Woods. After all, don't you deserve this?
FOR MORE INFORMATION, call:
Katherine Morris, Marketing Director
(502) 753-5339
Visit our office at 1608 Hwy. 121 By-Pass, Murray, KY.

good grades and never
got into any trouble.
Then- he started running

• 1.tr••*.r, \ VS( an.f SIN"

As a parent, there are times

MO

when you can do everything right
and still everything seems to go
wrong. When your teen's problems
get out of control, its okay to

Come see our wide selection of nurse's uniforms. We carry pants,
shirts and jackets. This year's fashions are EYE-OPENERS in
great cheerful colors and designs. Not only do we have a great
selection, but come check out our great prices!
CREST • CHEROKEE • BARCO

Factory Discount Shoes A,
and

Nurse's Uniforms

4-4

Downtown On Court Square
Hours! Mon.-Sat D.R. Fri ill R• Sun

Covered?

"We raised our son
right. He was always
a good kid, made

Our Best Investment Is You.
tin 11.II..rd. VW I

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Is Your Child Running With
The Wrong
Crowd?

• 'Hilliard Lyons Is a marital maker In this stock
UNC-price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HOG MARKET

753-9419
1.$

look for help. At Baptist, you'll
find that help. We offer substaace

abuse and psychiatric treatment
for adolescents with inpatient

with the wrong crowd. He was
giving into "peer pressure," staying
out late, coming home drunk and
acting totally different. We knew we had
to get help. That's when we called Baptist
Counseling and Treatment Services Adolescent
Treatment Program. Now, thanks to Baptist, he's
running in the right direction."

care, day programs and
afterschool programs available.

Baptist offers a complete range of
counseling services for
children, adolescents, adults and
families. We're here to help and
assessments are free. For more
information call Baptist today at
1-800-828-4578.

Baptist Memorial
Hospital-UnionCity
Counseling & Treatment Services
A BETTERiAFE

1201 Bishop Street
Union City, Tennessee
1-800-828-4578
1-901-884-8640

